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SOCIAL EXCHANGE IN PRIVA TE .FAMILY
DAY CARE ARRANGEMENTS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUC TION

This report describes an exploratory study of the social behavior of a special sample of working mothers and their babysitters
·in making, maintaining, and terminating a family day care arrangement.

The study.islitnited in scope to a single type of child care

arrangement--privatefamily day care; that is, child care arrangements in which a child goes into the horne of a non-relative "sitter . "

Rationale:

Broad Aims of the.Study

As the phenomenon of the working mother has become an
increasingly commoY,lplace feature of the American scene, concern
for the welfare of the children of these mothers should keep pace .
A ttentionhas been accorded the effec ts of such maternal employment on all of the family members and on their interpersonal relationships (Nye'& Hoffman, 1963).

When in-home care is not

available for thepre-schobl child, leaders in the child welfare
field tend to recQmmend the use of licensed day care and group
facilities under the auspices of the social work profession.

Fre-

quently, family day care is ignored in a tendency to equate day
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care only with care given in day care centers.

Ina lay article

appearing in the November, 1966 issue of ]'oday's ·Health entitled
"When a Mother Works, " the section devoted to child care 'plans
completely ignored the family day care sys tern as a child care
possibility, while evalua ting all others.
Yet, despite the child welfare ·field's tendency to recomTIlend
officially organized day care programs, s tatisticsconcerning the
child care arrangements of workingrnotherspoint to the prevalence
of unsupervised, privately made farnily care arrangeITlents as the
type of care most likely to be used by mothers who turn outside the
home for child care.

Of the 3.8 million children under six years 0'£

age whose mothers were employed, 78% are cared for at horne or
by relatives, 6% in group day care centers, 1% by themselves, and

15% are in family day care (Child Care of Nation's Working Mothers ,
1966).

Thus over half a ITlillionchildren under s·ix were cared for

in someone else's home by a non-relative during all or part of the
mother's working hours .

The number of working mothers with

children under -14 has doubled between 1950 and 1964, and increased
four hundred percent since 1940 (Burke, 1966).

There does not ap-

pear to be any evidence that this trend is discontinuing .
. On the contrary ,popularliterature such as Betty Friedan's
bes t seller, The 'Feminine Mys tique, contributes to the pressure
on ATIlerican mothers ,of all ages to obtain paid employment.

The
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press gives wide circulation,to statements such as President
Johnson's remarks at the Seventh Annual Federal Women's Award;
" . . . America is finally beginning to use the full range of all its
talent but (presently employed women) represent only a fraction of
the woman power that should be doing useful work

fI

(The Oregonian,

March 17, 1967). On the low end of the economic scale, the Departtnent of Health, Education, and Welfare has augm.ented this
pressure by prqmoting legislation and money appropriations designed to train mothers receiving public assis tancefor employment
which would enable them. to become self-suppor ting.
Many mothers work from choice and are committed to a career which produces sufficient income to make employment economically attrac tive.

Their earnings in many cases can provide a wider

choice of child caresys terns, especially if their earnings are supplemental to the incomes of the families as a whole.
On the other hand, women who work from necess,ity, either
as heads of hous ehold or becaus e the family needs the money , often
encounter the problem of inequity in pay for women in our society
(Fleming, 1967).

Their money for child care is limited and they

are obliged to consider this£ac tor in making arrangements for their
children.

The sample for the pres ent study included many working

mothers whose ability to produce an adequate income through employment is marginal, as well as other mothers whose family
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inconles were more adequate.
An increasing nutnber of etnployed tnothers, then, tnake a
type ·of child care arrangement the charac teris tics of which remain
largely unknown.

Thenlos t extens.ive survey of day care arrange·-

nlents was that conducted by the Child Welfare League of Atnerica
(Ruderman, 1965) ; yet the da tarepor ted deals altnos t exclusively
with officially organized day care services.
The chief purpose in undertaking this study therefore ·was to
contribute to the scant body of knowledge regarding the working
mother's child care arrangements.

Private family day care was

selected because of the one half nlillion children under six receiving this care.

An attetnpt was nlade to identify

partic~lar

aspects

of the sys tenl which were desirable and some which might lend
the,nlselves to modification with or without social work intervention.
The intent was to clarify what was valuable in these arrangements
and deternline in what way, if any, these sys tenlS might beimproved.

In 1965 Florence Ruderman, Director of the Child Welfare

League of Anlerica's Day, Care .Projec t, wrote:
We need to ,know a great deal more about the various
kinds of infortnal care that tnillions of children now
receive, so that we.may'have an informed basis on
which to evaluate some current assutnptions about the
preferability of individual, fanlily, or in-hotne care.
(Ruderman, 1965, p. 213)
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Terminology

The term "sitter" has come into general usage to refer not
only. to individuals who go into the child's home to give care, but
also to the women who give family day care in their own homes to
children brought to them.

Both givers and users of this kind of

child care refer to this position as "the sitter, " and in the present
study it was decided to conform to the terminology of the study
respondents rather than to use some other general term such as
"day care giver," "day care mother," "foster family day care
mother, r' or "mother subs titute." Some of these terms found.in
the child welfare literature sugges t connotations that are not found
in the attitudes of the women themselves who perform the roles in
ques Hon.

They seem to prefer the simple word "sitter" which

minimizes the significance of the care giving role in contrast with
the child welfare terminology which emphasizes the idea of subs titute mothering.

Perhaps the designation "sitter" is more accept-

able to the working .mothers than to their sitters but this language
cus torn is now prevalent.

Focus, Scope and Specific Research Objec tive-s

The only detailed information about these "unsupervised"
family day care arrangements that seems to be available has come
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from. two sources.

The present research may be seen in relation

to these two studies:
(1)

a survey by Perry (1961) in which relatively stable subs titute child care arrangements were found, as well as a
general a tti tude of satisfaction with the arrangements.
The satisfac tionreported, however, was a global evaluative attitude of the working .mothers inferred by Perry
from an apparent contentment and lac k of complaints.
This study did not attempt to measure satisfaction in the
terms of its various sources in the rela.tionship and circums tances of the arrangement.

(2)

the Day Care Exchange Projec t, a dem.ons trationprojec t by the U .. 8 .. Children's Bureau and conduc ted under
the auspices of the Portland, Oregon,Community,Council
(Collins, 1966).

This project, after an atteTIlpt to assess

the. quality of care given in family day care arrangements,
became increasingly aware of the number of arrangements that do not las t.
ments

):~

(N

= 45)

In a sample of terminated arrange-

the median dura tionof ar rangements was

two weeks (Collins, 1966).

):~ It should be pointed out that a sample from the universe of
term.inated arrangeTIlents TIlay be expec ted to have shor ter durations
than a sample such as Perry's which is from the universe of current
arrangements. Also the Day Care Exchange saTIlple is only from
the universe of family day care arrangements.
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Discontinuity of care, then, emerged as the significant problem for private family day care and, therefore, was taken as the
dependent variable to be accounted for in the,present study.
The assumption was that extreme discontinuity is apt to ,have
an adverse effec t on the child and therefore to have a negative
effec t on all concerned in the arrangement.

The discontinuity, in

turn, discourages the sitter from continuin,g to give care.
For the purpos es of this study no attempt was made to consider the quality of care given the children, rather the concern of
the study was the mo the r s' and sitters' evalua tions of the arrange,ments.
The two independent variables - -degree of satis·fac tionwith
and degree of dependence on the family day care arrangement-were chosen as a way of identifying the significant sources of rewards and cos ts of making and maintaining, the arrangement and ,O'f
trans1ating these into measurable items that would tap the valuations of participants in the arrangements.
The interest in family day care arrangements focused on the
ins tability of such arrangements, which is a problem noted by the
Day CareExchangeProjec t of Northwest Portland (Collins, 1966).
,Continuity (number of weeks du.ration) of the arrangement, therefore, was taken as the dependent variable for the study with the aim
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of investigating conditions associated with short-lived or longlas ting arrangements.
Thus, the basic unit of study was the family day care arrangement which was conceived as a behavioral system of social exchange
between two women:

the working mother and the sitter.

For these

women the arrangement would have values deriving ·from diverse
sources such as the personal relationships, the benefits to the child,
the convenience, the benefits of working, and in addition, themonetary exchange.

The choice of independent variables, then, was

based on the belief that exploration of the diverse cos ts and rewards
of the arrangement to the two women who made it would provide an
unders tanding of the crucial determinants of

continui~y

of the

arrangement.

The Sample

The sample included 27 working mothers and 23 sitters .

Of

these there were 20 pairs of mothers and sitters .for whom paired
data on the same arrangement were obtained.

In all the study in-

cluded 35 family day. care arrangements for 69 children.
This sample was coHee ted from tw'o agencies, the Multnomah
County Public Welfare Commission and the Day Care Exchange
Project of Northwest Portland.

The cr·iteria for inclusion .in the

sample limited respondents to those who had recently terminated a
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private family day care arrangement which had been necessitated
either by the mother's employment, orby her participation in an
educational program that had as its specific objec tive thesubsequent employment of the mother.

It was anticipated that arrange-

ments of this second type would be found in the sample from the
welfar e depar tment.
,With the decision to include these mothers in the sample, the
decision was also made to have them respond to ques tions that had
a specific reference to "working, " in terms of their feelings or
attitudes bas ed upon pas t work experience, if any, and in terms of
their anticipated experiences in the role of a working, mother.

In

this way all respondents would have a somewhat similar frame of
reference.
The Multnomah County Public Welfare Commission views
itself as having a res,ponsibility to help develop and maintain
financial independence for those recipients of public assistance who
diagnos tic ally may be expec ted to achieve such a goal.

For a woman

who is also a mother, such a goal cannot be achieved ina socially
accepted manner unless she is able to ,make and maintain child care
a.rra~gements

which will meet the needs of her children, and thus

enable her to achieve the role of a working mother .
Apar t from theeffec ts tha tuns table 'child care arrangements
may have on a child, uns table arrangements may also affec t the
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mother's ability to perform. a work role, or to prepare herself for
awork role through vocational training.
The agency serving this group.of mothers was selected as a
source from which our sample could be obtained.

In addition to

questions of expediency and availability, as locating family day
care arrangements isa difficult methodological problem (Ruderman,
19654. the decision to include public assistance recipients ,in the
sample was based .upon several considerations.
Not only do recipients of public assis tance 'represent a special
group, but they are people whose life situations are of special
interest to the social work profession.
The welfare department also was interes ted in ,learning ,more
about this group.

Committed to a policy of vocational rehabilitation

andemploym.ent of public assis tance recipients, including ,mothers
who would need child care arrangements, the agency was aware
that the stability--and to some extent the success of a vocational
training program or job placement--would be adversely affected by
instability in a child care arrangement.
In addition, including welfare recipients in the samJ?le would
provide a group in which many mothers felt under pressure to make
and maintain a child care arrangement as a necessary aspec t to
becoming a working, earning.member of society.

Thispres.sure

would not only.be from the community and ir'om the agency, but
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pressure from themselves as they subscribe to the norms of society
(Briar, 1966).

The samples, though obtained from different sources, both
came from the universe of terminated family day care arrangements of working .mothersormotherspreparing to work.

The Hypothesis

The working theoretical hypothesis of the study was that continui ty of the arrangement is a func Hon of the ·ne t value of the
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arrangement as evaluated by mothers and sitters.

Two kinds of

valuations were conceived:
(1)

sa tisfac tion (or dis satisfac tion) wi th any aspect of the
arrangement, such as. its convenience, benefits for the
child, liking for the sitter (or mother), the benefits of
being a working mother , or the financial ar·rangements .

(2)

dependenc e on the arrangement by vir tue of res tric ted
al terna tives to the arrangement as perc eived by the
actors in the system; e. g., til simply can't afford to quit
work" (work role dependence), "I have to take what I can
get in a sitter" (user role dependence), or "I have never
as ked for a child's removal" (sitter role dependence).

Specific res earch objec tives included:
(1)

developing a tti tude s cales to ,measur e the degr ee of sa tisfac tion with the arrangement and the degree of dependence
.on the arrangement.

(2)

testing the validity of the scales by assessing their consistency with semi-structured interview data about the
interaction processes involved in making, maintaining,
and terminating the family day care arrangement.

(3)

testing the empirical hypothesis that these scales ,for the
independent variables would be as socia ted with the number of weeks' duration of the arrangement.
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It is hnportant to point out that the research placed em.phas·is
on the evaluative attitudes of m.others and sitters.

What is s·ignifi-

cant, according to this approach, is not, for example, theadjus tm.ent of the child per se, but the degree of satisfaction o"r
dissatisfaction .felt by them.other and sitter arising.from. the adjustm.entof the child.

Likewise, what is important is the felt

convenience ·of the arrangem.ent, the perception of preferred alternatives, the felt necessity of and incentive for working, and. the
subjective feeling of liking for another person.
Measurements of the m.others' and sitters' valuations of their
arrangem.ents, relationships., and relevant life circum.s tances, then,
were adopted as an approach, in the belief that it would be useful as
a basis for fur ther study and for social workprac tice to discover:
(1)

what m.atters to ,m.others, or to sitters, and

(2)

whether what matters to them. makes any difference in
their behavior as determinants of continuing a fam.ily day
care arrangem.ent.

Subsequent chapters will describe how these ideas were investigated, what results were learned, and what implications they
have for social work practice and for further study.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

This chapter develops a theoretical perspec tive for the study
of private family day care arrangements .

A review of the research

'literature on day care, maternal employment, andtnaternal separation/deprivation reveals little that deals specifically with fatnily
day care.

Therefore, attention.is turned to literature on social

interac tion for theoretical guidelines that might lead to fruitful
s tu.dy of how mothers and sitters make, maintain, and terminate
that special kind of social relationship which is referred to in this
·study as a private, family day care arrangement.

Review of the Literature on .ChildCare

The need for an exploratory study that breaks new ground
finds jus tification,in a survey of the exis ting day care literature.
Although recent socio-economic trends have drawn attention to the
need for day care, social work, as well as the other helping professions (notably medicine, psychology and education) have given
this topic little professional attention.
Day care was firs t included in the program for the National
Conference of Social Work in 1919 (Collins, 1966)- -nearly, fifty
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years ago.

In the intervening years, however, social work, as a

profession, while recognizing day care as a legitimate concern, was
reluctant to accept it as an area of social work intervention .. Some
of this reluc tancemay have been based on the convic tion .of professionals that mothers ought not to work- .. a convic tion which is only
now undergoing change in view of more recent research indicating
that maternal employment in itself may not beso detrim.ental to
children as had been thought earlier (Seiden, 1965; Siegel, et aI.,
1959; Stolz, 1960).

The large num.ber of women who went to work

during the war years --when maternal employment was considered
a necessary and even patriotic gesture--also necessitated a change
in the thinking of profes sionals .
It might be assumed that the rapid growth of nurseries and
day care centers during these years would contribute much to
research and profess.ional literature on day care; yet a search of
the literature does not bear out this assumption,.

Literature on day

care is inextricably linked to literature on maternal employment.
The 'present study relied, to a large extent, on the work of Nye and
Hoffman, The Employed Mother in America (1963) for a survey of
the literature on day care prior to 1962.

Although this study is

exhaustive, only one article (Perry, 1961) deals with the subject
of substitute child care which the employment of 3.6 million mothers
of children under the age of 14may be presumed to necessitate.
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The Perry study, in Nye and Hoffman,'which deals directly
with child care, contains only six bibliographical references; of
those six, two date back to 1943.

Other studies in Nye and Hoffman

which deal with the effec t of maternal employment on children are
devoted to studies of nursery schools and deprivation, attention to
age, sex, and other demographic variables.

These authors con-

cerned themselves with symptomatic behavior of children of working mothers without considering the type of substitute care the
children receive during their mothers I absences fr-om home.
A survey of the literature from 1962 through 1966 bore out the
reluc tance of the helping professions to accept day care as a .legitimate sphere of professional examination.

The HEW report of

Abs trac ts and Demons tration Projec ts in Social Welfare and Related
Fields (1966) lists 14 references to day care.

Of these, four deal

with the mentally and physically handicapped (an area of study which
has evidently been considered "legitimate" by the profession for a
number of years), five with m.igrant families, two with personnel
training and licensing and three with survey and cost analysis.

Only

one of these deals in any way with family day care and that one is
limited to a study of the scope of day care problems in New York
City.
The Selec ted and Annotated Bibliography on Day Care, edited
by Alice Merriam, and published in 1965, has nine references to
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family day care; two of these are Children's Bureau pamphlets and
one is an editorial from a Hackensack, New Jersey newspaper reviewing these pamphlets .
A survey of the indexes of the three major soc ial work journa1s --Social Casework, Social Work, and Social Service Review-netted no references to day care in the years covered. ,Several
other bibliographical indexes were surveyed; notably, the Index
Medicus which references such professional journals as ,Child Welfare, Children, Child Development as well as other medical and
psychological journals; PAIS which contains among others ·Social
Work, Social Service Review, and Journal of Marriage and Family
Living; the Smith College Studies, Education Index, KWIC Index,
Interna tional Index of Periodicals and Reader I s Guide.

The resul-

tant references gleaned from these sources were divided.into three
areas:
(1)

references to maternal employment which totalled 41;

(2) references to child development literature per taining
particularly to separation from the mother, 26; and
(3) references to day care per ~' 48.
No conclusions maybe drawn from these statistics, howeve-r,
without looking further into the nature of the literature .itself.

Typi-

cal of the references on maternal employment were articles concerned with the "Intelligent Housewife Syndrome" (Editor, Canadian
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'Medical Association Journal, September 1964), "Captainesses of
Indus try" (Editor, il Economis t, 1964); "Working Woman:
in Employm.ent" (Harrison, 1964).

Barriers

These articles all imply that

women are not using their skills to the fulles t.

The las t one even

,lis ts among the "barrier s to employment" the obvious fac tor of
child care ,problems; yet despite this concern with the resource of
womanpower, little professional attention is turned to this most
obvious obs tacle.

Other articles, notably in .the .medical literature

concerned themselves more direc tly with theeffec t of maternal
employment on the family.

Typical of this group are such articles

as "Strengthening Family Life:

Mothers at Work" (Stewart, 1959);

"Working Women and Their Families" (Pertego, 1965); and "Legal
Protection of Infant Child of Working Mother" (Larrea, ,1944).
Again the literature shows an awareness of a reality situation and
a willingness to deal with descriptive material; however, there is
still a " professionallag" between thesewl"itings and research
studies which come to grips with the .problem of Its trengthening
family life" through the constructive use of day care facilities .
Among the separation/child development articles were topics
such as "Salutary Effects of Maternal Separation" (Seiden, 1965);
''Separation Anxiety" (Bowlby, 1960); "Dependence and Independence
in the Children of Working Mothers" (Siegel, et al., 1959).

Thes,e

ar ticles r'eflec t accurately Lois Meek-Stolz 's statement "that one
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can say almos t anything about the children of working mothers and
find a research study to substantiate it." (Stolz, 1960)
The current emphasis on group care--such as nurseries or
day care centers - -for educative and enrichment purposes, is reflectedin 15 of these articles which describe, plead for, urge the
licensing of or condemn the lack of such facilities .

An example of

this kind of day care facility is described by Caldwell and Richmond
in "Foster Day Care:

Programmed Day Care for the Very Young

. Child II (1964), a study of an educationally enrichedprograrn for 2.5
economically deprived youngs ters.

A special group of articles is

also devoted to the problems of another group of deprived youngsters-...;the-;tnigrant_children--and their specific day care needs.
Repor ts by the Social Security Adminis tration and/orChildren's Bureau dealing with day care are confined to a statistical
analysis of the kinds of day care services needed and available,
the numbers of children in need of such services, and therespons·ibUities of welfare agencies in meeting these needs.

Spotlight on

Day Care, a summary of theproceerlingsof the National Conference
on Day Care -Services, held in Washington, D. C., on .May 13-15,
1965, does contain a specific recornmendation for family day care
and -lists two criteria for such care; to wit,

that the "family

day care mother ·be sensitized to the cognitive needs of the infants under care" (italics added) and that her salary "rneet at least
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the national hourly minimal wage standard" (Spotlight on Day Care,
1965, p. 166).
The special issue on day care published by Child WelfarE;,in
March, 1965 contains one reference to family day care--that of
Milton Willner--who also puts his finger on the essence of theproblem of the professionals' barriers against a constructive approach
to day care: a middle class bias against working mothers.

Willner

points out that the concept of the working .mother goes agains t the
American ideal of a "secure family of firm.ly rnarried parents
living ina community of more or less permanent residence." This
ideal persis ts despite being "totally unrelated to the fac ts" which
show a majority of day care users to be highly mobile one-parent
families (Willner, 1965, p. 131).

That da.y care traditionally has

beenprovidedprim.arily for lower class families is also pointed out
by Ruderman (1964) who states that a class-and-caste system has
developed around day care facilities , thus rendering them inaccessible to those middle class families who might desire them and
reinforcing the bias.

More recently a journalis t, Sid Ross, in

Parade Magazine, phrased the situation more bluntly:
. . . the United States still thinks a woman's place is
in the horne. If she wishes to work, its belief holds,
it's up to her to make arrangements for her children
(Ross, 1967, p. 20).
The medical profession has shared with social work a generalized, but ironically not a particularized bias against working
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mothers; a recent series of articles described hospital-operated
day nurseries that were set up to

inducenurse-n~othersto

to work immediately following childbirth!

,return

(Davis, 1965, 1966)

The impetus of the War on Pover ty wi th its, HeadS tar t Program
has served to lend some respec tability to the type of day care devoted
primarily to an educational enrichment program; however, with few
exceptions, these are geared to a school day (or half day) and only
'incidentally to ,rneet the needs of the working mother.

Yet, at the

1965 National Conference on Day' Care Services, W. O. ,Heinz,e,
Pres,ident of Latex Corporation and Treasurer, Child Welfare
League of Arnerica , speaking ,for bus ines s and indus try s ta ted tha t
the "one-third of Americanrnathers who work do so because business and indus try needs them. " (Spotlight on Day,Care, 1965, p. 75)
The Depar tment of Labor predic ts an inc reas e of 1 7 perc ent in the
nurnher of working warnen between 1964 and 1970 (Spotlight on ,Day
Care, 1965, p. 66).

Though the gap between need and fulfillrnent

is s till filled with words rather than ac tion, writers such as Willner
,and Ruderrnan are lighting candles and.in recent years the words
are getting ,more forceful and louder.
and Child Welfare League of Arnerica

The ,U. S. Children's Bureau
~

underwriting research

projects on day care; articles such as "Day Care as a Service for
All Who Need It" (Close, 1965) and "The Need for Day Care" (Bee'r,
1962) ~ appearing in the literature .

Even a magazine such as the
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Ladies Home Journal, traditionally the minion of middle class
housewives, joined the trend and published a series of seven articles
(May-Nov. 1966) on ,positive aspects of day care.

This series con-

tained one article devoted to a description of a licensed family day
care home in a California community (Painter, Oc t. 1966) and an
evaluation of this plan (Kuh, Oct. 1966).
In the scope of the professional literature, only four researchers have dealt with family day care per ~ in any degree of depth;

i. e., Perry, Ruderman, ,Collins and:Emlen.

Perry, in the work

already cited, studied child care arrangements in ,Spokane, Washington.

He made no attempt to evaluate these relationships from

thes tandpoint of satisfaction to the mothers and day care givers;
however, he concluded that themothers must have had a high degree
of confidence in their "sitter13" because they left a minimum of
instructions with them.

He also observed that these arrangements

were generally considered satisfac tory if there were no complaints
abou t the child care and the mothers had good employment records.
Ruderman (1964), who surveyed seven selected United States
communities regarding day care arrangements under the aus-pices
of a Child Welfare League Association research grant, notes that
mo~p.ersl

expressed satisfaction with their day

care~rrangements

may reflect a lack of perceived alternatives; however, she does not
probe further into this phase of the problem.

Nevertheless, the
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existence of perceived alternatives is crucia.l to an assessment of
the genuineness of expressed satisfaction.
The present study developed independent measures of satisfaction with, and dependence on, the day care arrangement which
will be subsequently discussed.

The conceptual model for this study

. is derived frQm a proposal for a field study designed by,Emlen (1966)
dealing with discontinuity of fam.ily day care arrangements.

The

field s tudyin turn derived from the findings and experience of the
Day Care ExchangeProjec t which discovered a median duration of
two weeks among a sample of terminated day care arrangements.
The research proposal for the subsequent field study states in part
that "the quality of care within a given arrangement frequently:is
eclipsed in impor tance by the problem of discontinuity in the day
care arrangement." (Collins, 1966, p. 2) Discontinuity of the arrangement was adapted as the dependent variable of the present
study since researching bas es for this phenomenon appeared, to
prom is e a valuable contribution to improved under standing .0£ the
arrangements themselves and the kinds of service social work might
be able to offer .
The present study does not assume that discontinuity of a day
care arrangement is necessarily harmful to children.

Discontinuity

of a poor arrangement or as a consequence of external factors-such as terminatioTI;.of m.aternal employment--may have benign
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consequences.

Research literature on maternal employment (Nye

and Hoffman, 1963) reveals that maternal employment per

~

(with

its concomitant alternate child care arrangements) 'has not been
associated with ill effec ts on children.

The gross condition :itself

does not indicate what the crucial variables of child care maybe
that would bode ill for children.

What has been assumed,however,

waf? that rapid and frequent turn-over in child care personnel, regardless of underlying reasons, is potentially harm.ful.

It has also

been assumed that working mothers would tend to prefer long-term,
stable day care arrangements (if for no other reasons than :personal
convenience) and would continue with the arrangement they found
, satisfac tory as long as circums tancespermitted.

It has been .fur-

ther assumed that the working mother would be quite dependent on
a day care arrangement--would, in fact, consider it a basic safeguard of her employment status.

Thus satisfac tion and dependence

.>:~

were seen to contribute to continuity in an additive manner.

Review of the Literature on .Social Exchange

Because the research literature on day care offered little
beyond a wide range of unexplored areas for study, it was necessary

~~ The term tfdependenc e If us ed in this study is no t intended to
carry psychological connotations, but refers simply to a preference
for a given arrangement for lack of perceived alternatives that have
value for the individual. This concept derives from Thibaut and
Kelley (1959).
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to turn to the literature on social exchange and reciprocity to assist
in formulating the hypothesis for the project. . Since this study essentially involves the study of dyads --mothers and sitters --the
works of Blau (1964), Thibaut and Kelley (1959), Hom.ans (1961) and
Gouldner (1960) weremos t helpful.
Blau states that dyadic relationships are formed within a
larger context and are thusly "affec ted by the alternative opportunities of each, with the result that competitive processes arise
that include wider circles and that cornple:ment and modify the
processes of exchange and attrac tion in this pair and in other pairs"
(Blau, 1964, p. 32).

Translated into the terms of this project, "the

exchange and attraction" that exists in a given pair (mother and
sitter) is rendered cOITlpetitive in direct proportion to the numbers
of "other pairs" that could be formulated; i. e., the "perceived alterna tives " affec t the formula tion of the dyad.
Hornans talks of the econom.ic measures of the dyad- - the cos ts
and rewards of such a relationship. He says "social behavior is an
exchange of goods, material goods but also non-material ones, such as
the symbols of approval or prestige" (HoITlans, 1958, p. 606).

Part of

the assumption inherent in this study was the concept of costs and rewards' in non-material ter:ms. It was assumed that bo th :mother and
sitter received benefits from. the arrangement that were not direc tly
related to the monetary value; for example, an intrinsic value to
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the mother rnight be the cornpanionship her child received frorn the
other children in the day care home while the sitter .might consider
the fact that she can stay home with her children rnorerewarding
than the presurnably greater income she could rnake on an "outside"
job.

Thibaut and Kelley discuss cos ts and rewards of (gr.oup) re-

lationships as basic to continued interaction.

They state that the

rnagnitudeof rewards to be gained by the twornembers
will depend upon individual needs and values and the
congruency of behaviors or behavioral products with
these needs and values. Each personfs reward rnay
be derived directly. from his own behavior and/or
frorn the other I s behavior. (195 9, p. 14). (Italics added)
Thus, the element of reciprocity may be an important factor' in the
continuity of a relationship.
This norrn of reciprocity (Gouldner, 1960) was accepted as
basic to this study.

It was defined by Gouldner as an "internalized

moral norrn II which leads (rnen) no t only toconforrn to the "expecta tions of others II but rather to reciproca te benefits.
performs a stabilizing function ina relationship.

Further, it

Gouldner notes

further that thisnorrn is often not explicitly recognized until the
existing relationship breaks down, and the under-lying opligations
are brought to light.

A study of terrninated relationships, therefore,

appeared ideally suited for an analysis of reciprocity.
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Theoretical Hypothesis of the Study

These theories of reciprocal cos ts and rewards in dyadic
relationships predicated the hypothesis for the study which is essentiallya probe into a set of terminated relationships to tap valuations
inherent in the formation, maintenance and termination.of such
arrangements.
For the purpose of setting up the hypothesis and describing
the independent variables of satisfac tion and dependence, it is useful to look at the model of CL and CL 1 as described by Thibaut
a t
and Kelley where CL stands for comparison level and CL I for
a t
comparison level for alternative9.

The cornparison level is "the

standard against which the member evaluates the 'attractiveness'
of the relationship or how satisfactory it is.

If

(Thibaut and Kelley,

1959, p. 21) The :CL ·1 . is defined as the "lowes t level of outcomes a
a t
member will accept in the light of available alternative opportunities." (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959, p. 21)

Thibaut and Kelley go on to

s tate that as soon as outcomes drop below CL 1 the member will
a t
leave the relationship; i.e., discontinuity results.

Both kinds of

valua tions described by Thibaut and Kelley are included in the measurement of both the satisfac tion and dependence variables.
In this study, the theoretical hypothesis states that discontinuity is a func tion of the independent variables of satisfac tian :and
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dependence.

These variables have to be probed in terms of their

valuations for the worker roles and the (day care) user roles.

The

following schema (Figures 1 and 2) shows the theoretical s truc tures
used to develop the independent variables for both the mothers and
the sitters.
Types of Evalua tions
Roles

Satisfac tion

Depende,nce

Working Mother Role:

Example: "I feel
more important
when I am working."

Day Care User ·Role:

Example: "Children Example: "If I want
a sit ter, I have to
learn a lot from
take what I can get. If
staying· in s orneone else's home during the day. "

Figure 1.

Example: "My family couldn't get by if
I didh' t work. It

The Value of the Arrangement to the Working.Mother

Types of Evaluations
Roles

Satisfac tion

Dependence

Occupational Role:

Example: "If I
weren't doing babysitting, I'd get
bored. "

Example: "I do baby
si tting even though I
don't especially need
the money."

Day Care Giver Role:

Example: l"I get a
lot of satisfac tion
out of ·seeing children grow up. "

Example: "If I want
to do baby sitting I
have· to take what I
can get. "

Figure 2.

r'

The Value of the Arrangement. to the Sitter
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Thus, s,?me degree either of satisfac tionwith or dependence on the
arrangement was assumed to be a necessary and a sufficient condition for continuity of the arrangement.

The four possible combina-

tions of valuations and their expected relationship to continuity of
the arrangement are shown in Figure 3.
Dependence
Low

High
Sa tis fac tion

Figure 3.

High

Continuity

Continuity

Low

Continuity

Discontinuity

Expected Relationship Between. Continuity of
the Arrangement and Satisfac tion and De.pendence

High Satisfac tion plus High Dependence

=

Continuity

High Satisfac tion plus Low Dependence

=

Continuity

Low Satisfac tion plus. High Dependence

=

Continuity

Low Satisfac tion plus Low Dependence

=

Discontinuity

It. has been ass'litned·the;tt. satisfaction and dependence combine in an
additive fashion and that the value of the arrangement maybe compris ed oJ many varied elements of s a tis fac tionwi th and dependenc e
on the arrangement.

In order to tes t this hypothesis, two kinds of

scales have been developed--one for role satisfaction and one for
role dependence.

These scales are an adaptation of Thibaut and
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Kelley's CL and CL

alt

.

They were designed to provide (1) a mea-

sure of satisfaction with a day care arrangement in and of itself "','
and (2) the need for such an arrangement in relation to alternative
possibilities.

The aim of measuring these two kinds of

~valuative

attitudes separately was to determine whether the respondents' perce'ptions of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with arrangements are
conditioned by the presence or absenceO'f preferred alternatives .•
While the satisfaction and dependence scales were generalized
ins truments, applying their conditions to any arrangements, a more
particular scale was developed for the las t terminated arrangement
on which the research focused in detail.

This scale (LAS

= Last

ArrangernentSatisfac tion) was designed to tap satisfac tio:g.sarisiIlg
from the

.par~icular ·interac

tion among ,mothers , sitters and.family

·members in the las t arrangement.

The schedule which accompanied

the sca,les was designed to probe fur therinto the formation, maintenance, and termination dynamics of the las t arrangement as well
as to obtain general identifying information about the respondent.
A further aspect of the hypothes'is is introduced by the dimension of time and it was expec ted that a process of satisfac tion or
dissatisfaction might develop within the scope of the last arrangement.

The interview schedule ,was also designed to explore this

possibility.

Although separate schedules were developed for the

mothers and sitters, an attempt was made to keep the items
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sufficiently unifor:m to per:mit an analysis of reciprocity in the satisfac tionite:ms.

The details of the scales, schedules, and :methods

of analysis will be discussed in.Chapter III.

Su:m:mary

In surn:mary, the hypothesis of this study states that discontinuity of a fa:mily day carearrange:ment is an additive ·func tion of
satisfaction with and dependence on the arrange:ment. Satisfaction has
been viewed as a separate kind of valuation, based ana respondent's
standards of acceptability for an arrange:ment.

Dependence on an

arrangement has been deter:mined by the scope of perceived alternatives for thearrange:ment.

The hypothesis stated that any co:mbina-

tioninvolving one high rating in either category would contribute to
continuity; only a low score on both co:mponents was seen as acertain prediction .of discontinuity.

Moreover it was assu:med that a

system of intrinsic and extrinsic costs and rewards existed in these
relationships.

According to the theories of social exchange in dyadic

relationships these costs and rewards had to be reciprocated to
mainta.in the relationship.

Thus the nor:m of reciprocity governed

the analysis of the :maintenance syste:m.

The decision to study the

las t terminated arrange:ment in depth was based on a desire to obtain as co:mplete and accurate an overview as possible of an entire
relationship--fro:m for:mation through ter:mination.
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This study is of social work concern from two standpoints.
First,. the subject of day care affects 12.3 million children :and 6.1
million mothers; family day care in particular affects 984, 000 children (under 14) of working mothers (Child Care Arrangements of
the Nation's Working Mothers: A Preli:minary,cReport, 1965).
Secondly, the analysis of these relationships in,the light of the
theoretical framework of social exchange valuations incorporates
some basic concerns of social work such as role concepts, selfperception, freedom of choice and cultural values.

Thus, the

project appeared to'promisea unique and valuable contribution to
social work research.

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduc tion

This chapter describes the ins truments used ,in the study,
their content, and how they were developed to represent the theore,tical ooncepts and aims of the study.

The method of presenting the

instruI11ents to respondents is described and the resulting data are
evaluated for their reliability, validity, and exploratory utility.
An eITlpirical testing of a simple set of null hypotheses is
described.

These hypotheses were designed to correspondappro:x;i-

ITlately to the theoretical working hypotheses , and their 'limitations
are discussed.
Finally, the type of sample is described with attention to ,how
it was obtained and some of its advantages andlimitations for the
purpos e of this study.
In keeping with the explora tory aims of this initial research
:into the social interaction between mothers and sitters,

an~post

fac to study was designed in which the data coHec ted would consis t of
the reports (the perceptions and evaluations) of mothers and sitters
of their experiences with their -las t terminated day care arrangement.

3.4
It was recognized that ultimately a more satisfactory way of
studying factors associated with continuity and discontinuity of family day care arrangements would be to examine such arrangelllents
in process over a long period of tillle.

The present study was con-

ceived in part as a pilot study for longitudinal exaITlination of s.ocial
interac tion processes in the falllily day care sys teITl.
To predic t continuity of the arrangement froITl its .ITlany sided
value to.mothers and sitters, one would want to measure valuations
(the independent variables) a t a point in time prior to termination .of
the arrangement whichlllarks the endpoint of the dependent variable--duration of the arrangernent.Inthe present study, however,
the entire·process of the arrangelllent was studied retrospectively
after terlllination had occurred.
CoHec ting the data in this way raises the ques tionabout
whether the valuations reported by lllothers and sitters may,not
have been influenced to an unknown degree by the duration of the
arrangement.

While no causal inference can be lllade frolll the

correlations between the independent and dependent variables in
this study, the general working hypothesis was that satisfactions
arisingfrQITl the arrangelllent resul t in continuity of the arrangement, rather than the converse.
The validity of this retrospective study rests upon the success
with which the respondents,' m.emories of their experiences and
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valuations could be stImulated and elicited verbally without exces.sive distortion.

Respopdentswere asked to recall specific exper-

iences with particular arrange~ents. Scale items were ·in the form
f

.<;:f

of . . . "I felt the mother (sittJr) took advantage ofrne," involving
'I

a reference to self and to a pa,{ticular relationship.
Interview schedules (see Appendices A and B) were designed
to reconstruct the history of mothers' and sitters' experiences with
the last arrangement.

Following this discussion, scale items were

presented in the interview situation.

These items covered many

varied sources of satisfac tion with, and dependence on, the arrangemente

The items were

desi~ned

for use in the cons truc tion of

surnmated-rating scales that could provide an ordinal level of measurement for the independent variables.
The interview schedule was designed so as to collapse the life
his tory of one child care arrangement into a

sing~einterview.

Dur-

ing the interview the respondent was helped to think back to the
beginning of the arrangement and was led through a recapitulation
of the sequence of her activity in the formation, maintenance, and
term ina tion of a single child care arrangement.

She was as ked on

a global basis to indica te the changes in her feelings and evalua tion
of this par ticular child care arrangement.

The interview schedule

alg.o contained questions designed to obtain specific background information regarding the users and givers of day care and to obtain
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data for the dependent variable- - the number of weeks duration
of the ar range:ment.

Me thod of Da ta CoHec tion and. Scale Cons truc tion

The interview began with an identification of the particular da:y
care arrangem.ent that was to be discussed and tha-twas to be the
basic unit of analysis in this study.

In this way fac tual :ma terial

was obtained that served to define the arrange:ment, who:m it involved, and when it occurred.

In addition to obtaining the above

information, this early identification served to help the respondent
focus on one particularfa:mily day care arrangement .. Structuring
the focus of the interview in this way served to elicit the responde'nt's discrimination be tween her experience with a particular
arrangement and her total experi.ence as a user or giver of day care.
Once the focus of the interview was es tablished, the respondent was asked to think back to before the arrangement began and to
describe its formation.
look for?"

A question asked was:

" . . . what did you

The res,ponse to this ite:m served to es tablish a baseline
(

of expec tations of the arrangement for the individual involved, in
c.omparison with which she would evaluate her subsequent experience.
The assumption was that the degree to which her expectations were
.met would be a factor in satisfaction (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959).
The next sequence in the interview centered on the respondenf's
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evaluation ,of the arrangement at the -point immediately after it had
begun.

In addition to a global reference to satisfac tion, a schedule

item was included to determine if this particular arrangement had
those charac teris tics which the respondent had jus t indicated as
being important to her in a child care arrangement.

The item. was:

-"You hardly ever find exac tly what you are looking for.
-said you wanted

------

with

?

------

II

Youhave

Did you have thaLin the arrangement

Responses to this item proved to be important

in the analysis of the data because they appeared to reveal a latent
source of dissatisfac tion even,for those women who reported satisfac tion as a global judgment.

This item "getting vs. not getting"

was included in Guttman scales ,for both mothers and sitters, revealing a dimension of satisfac tion in which women with a perceived
freedom of choice reported getting what they were looking for in an
arrangem.ent.
,Following the discussion of initial satisfaction, the interview
then focused on changes in satisfaction that might have occurred
during the arrangement1s existence.

This sequenceincludedrefe-r-

ences to global satisfaction in terms of changes in satisfac tionin
-such specific areas as convenience of the arrangement and the liking
for the other par tyinvol ved.
The next sequence in the interview centered on the termination
of the child care arrangelnent and whether termination was due to
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circums tances or to dis satisfac tion.
latent dissatisfaction was:

A questioned as ked to tap

"Would you take care of Mrs.X'schil-

dren again?" (asked of the sitters) or "Would you have Mrs. X take
care of your children again?" (as ked of the mothers).
The·last sequence in the life history of the day care arrangement dealt with the changes in. the respondent's situation as a user
or giver of day care immedia tely following the termination ;of the
arrangement.

In addition, her current status as a user or give·r of

day care was also explored.
A t this point in the interview, the scale items for the three
.independent variables - - sa tisiac tion wi th the las t arrangement (LAS),
role sa tisfac tion (RS), and role dependence (RD) were pres ented to
the respondents.

Each item was typed on a 3x 5 card and presented

to the respondent in a pre-es tablished random order, with the exceptionthat all items for the LAS scale were presented firs t.

The LAS

items were presented first because their content corresponded to
the content of the interview schedule, which had jus t been comple ted;
that is, the items for the LAS scale focused on a particular arrangement.

Prior to the presentation of the LAS cards, it was explained

to theres.pondents that the answers for this set of cards should be
in terms of their feelings about the arrangement that had been discussed .in the interview.
With the completion .of the LAS cards, the RD and RS cards
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wereintrocluced along with an explanation that the respondents

I

attention was now being direc ted to ,more general ques tions about
working mothers and child care attitudes.

TheRD and RS cards

were mixed and not presented as two separate units.
The items were read out loud to the respondent, one at a
time, and the interviewer handed the card to the respondent who
was ins truc ted to place it in one of five sec Hons of a partitioned
tray designed to represent a Likert-type scale.
labeled "s trongly agree, " "agree, " "disagree,
agree.

II

~:<

II

The sections were
and "strongly dis-

The ,middle section or "uncertain" response category was

left unlabeled and was not used except when the respondent was compIe tely unable to make a choice.
Reading the cards to the respondent enabled the interviewer
to clarify meaning, particularly for those items which were difficult
in content and cons truc tion.

When the res,pondent appeared tobe

confused on an item, this type of presentation created an opportunity
to correct such confusion as the interviewer and respondent went
through the cards together.

Occasionally a respondent, as she con-

sidereda particular item, would ask for direc Hon, not in deciding
what her thought or response to the card was, but to elicit confirmation that her expressed thought or response to the item was a

The idea for using such a tray came from Levinson, and
Gallagher (1964).
):<
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decision to "agree" or "disagree." For example, item 12 (sitter)
reads, "The children ha ted to leave me." A sitter might say, "No,
they didn't hate to leave me, so do I agree or disagree?1I
Thisproc,edure appeared to reduce the amount of error with
which the respondents indicated their attitudes and selec ted the
sec tion of the tray that the res,ponses belong in.

Our confidence

that this procedure resulted in more reliable and valid data than
might have been obtained through the unaided presentation of the
scale items in a written ques tionnairefinds some support in
McGinnis.

McGinnis pointed out, however, that scaled .interview

data and scaled ques tionnaire data can "result in radically different
placement of the same subjects with respect to the same variable.
(McGinnis,

195~,p.

II

521)

Only one exception to this verbal presentation of cards was
made.

This was a situation of a sitter who had three

termin~ted

ar rangemen ts and da ta for all thr e ~ ar rangeme ntswas c ollec ted in
a single interview session.
were presented verbally.

For the first arrangement the cards
Midway through the presentation of the

cards for· the second arrangement the sitter, who was being dis -~
trac ted by a crying, hungry child, sugges ted tha t she read the cards
herself, and that the interviewer help with the baby.
After the presentation of all the items, background -information
was obtained from the respondent.

This included the collec tionof
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data on such items as previous child care arrangements, work history, educa tional level and income.,
All interviews were held in the respondents' homes.

A letter

was sent to each respondent (see Appendix E) describing the nature
of the study and asking for her participation.

The letter also'indi-

catedhow the respondent's name had been obtained; that is, through
the Day Care Exchange Project,

through the Multnomah County

Public Welfare Commission, or in the case of a sitter for a welfare
mother the name of the mother who had given us the sitterts name.
Whenever possible the respondent was contac ted by telephone
and an appointment made for the interview .

In those cases in which

the respondent did not have a telephone, a sugges ted appointment
time was indicated in the letter.
Three Likert-type scales were constructed for both the mothers
and the sitters.

These scales were designed to measure the indepen-

dent variables - -satisfac tion with the las t arrangement (the LAS
scale); satisfaction in the role of a working mother and user of day
care, or in the role of a giver of day care (the RS scale); and· dependence on the role of working mother and user of day care, or on the
role of giver of day care, based upon restrictions of perceived alternatives (theRD scale).
The use of these three variables with scales to represent each
was determined by the theoretical assumption that there are two
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main types of evaluations made by people- -satisfac tionwith and
dependence on something.

Properly mea'sured, it should be possi-

ble to distinguish between those who are dissatisfied with a child
care arrangement perceived as the only alternative and those who
fall into the other three ca tegories:

high satisfac tion-high depen-

dence, low satisfac tion-Iow dependence, or high satis·fac han-low
dependence.

We assumed that degree of satisfaction·with and degree

of dependence on, the arrangements were different dimensions
surable as such.

mea~

If this assumption was correct, we would expect

that the correlations between the various independent variables
would be low.
The items were presented to the respondent verbally within
the context of the interview.

The respondent was as ked to indicate

on a five point rating scale the degree of her agreement or di'sagreement with each item.

From her responses a summated rating could

be made of her satisfaction with the last arrangement, her role satisfaction and her role dependence.

The relationship between the

various summated ratings and the duration of the child care arrangement would be explor ed.

It was antic ipa ted tha t the dura tion .of the

arrangement would have a positive correlation to any of these three
components and to the additive components of role satisfaction and
role dependenc e .
It should be noted that in this study satisfaction with the child
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care arrangement was not taken as a global judgment but

ITleasure~/.

as a c01l1positeof many diverse sources of satisfac tion.

The scales

were designed to do this.

This was an approach that appeared rela-

tively satisfactory since the one schedule ques tion that attempted to
obtain a global judg1l1ent of satisfac tion elicited an ahnos t universal
high response.

The following examples of ite1l1s usedillus trate the

elements of satisfaction and dependence that contributed additively
to the measurement of these variables:
Mothers' LAS

My last sitter charged too 1l11lch.

Mothers' RS

I like the daily

Mothers'RD

If necessary, I could quit work and stay at
horne.

Sitters' LAS

I felt the mother took advantage of me.

Sitters' RS

Child care is one of the mos t impor tant
jobs a woman can have.

Sitters' RD

If I want to do baby sitting, I have to take
what I can get.

rOll tine

of going to work.

The final scales were arrived at through ·itern-analysis procedures designed to yield scales that consis ted of the bes t discriminating items, that is thoseite.ms that had the bestapility to
discriminate between the high ranking respondents and the low ranking res.pondents (Edwards, 1957).
The discriminatory power of each item in a scale was determined by first rank ordering all respondents on the basis of their
summated ratings, and then calculating for each item the difference
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between the mean scores for those respondents who were in the
highest and lowes t quartiles.

In using this method , the standard

is not to include items with a discriminatory power of less than
1.00, where strongly agree is 4 and strongly disagree is 0 (Goode
and Hatt, 1952).
Item analysis results for the six scales were as follows:

Scale

Range of
D.P.' S
above 1.00

NUIT1ber of Items
with D. P of
1. 00 orll1ore

Mothers I LAS

1. 32 - 3.50

24

Mothers I RD

1. 00 - 2. 14

13

Mothers' RS

1.28 - 2.86

24

Sitters t LAS

1.32 - 2.50

24

Sitters' RD

1.00 - 2.33

12

Sitters I RS

1.00 - 1.33

11

It will be noted that a sufficient number of items with a di p criminatory power of at least 1.00 were lacking for three of the
scales.

For each of these three scales additional items were in-

eluded which, although having a discriminatory power of less than
1.00, were similar in content to the high discriminatory items.
The number of items in each scale as thus constructed were:
mothers' LAS--24, mothers l RD--24, mothers'RS--24, sitters l
LAS--24, sitters l RD--20, and sitters' RS--19.
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As was stated earlier three variables were used in measuring
the respondents' assessment of the value of their child care arrangements, on the as s umption tha t diffe'rent people would us e different
criteria in evaluating such an arrangement.

The three scales were

thus designed to tap different sources of satisfaction with the arrangement, sources of satisfac tion which would operate quite independently
of each other.

Thus it would be expec ted that correlations between

the different variables would not be statistically significant, or would
be of a very low order of correlation.

Such an assumption, with the

exceptio!'?-of the correlation between the sitters' role satisfaction and
her satisfaction with the last arrangement, was supported by low
rank order correlations between the different variables.

TABLE I
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE SCALES FOR
THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Variables

Sitters, N = 23
Rho

Mothers, N::: 27
Rho

.05

RS, LAS
-.13

-.26

RD, RS

.16

-.23

RD +RS, LAS

.14

-.10

RD, LAS

~:c

p < . 05
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Evalua tionaf the Scales

The scales were evaluated on the basis of their internal consistency and on their ability to discriminate (Edwards, 1957).
The internal consistency of each scale was determined by a
split-half (odd-even) coefficient of reliability, with the results shown
in Table II.

The

SpearITlan~BrownforITlula

was used to give the eor-

ree ted reliabilities for the length of the tes t.

TABLE II
RELIABILITY OF THE SCALES
Scale

r

(correc ted for -length)

N
(items)

r

LAS mothers'

.95

.97

24

LAS sitters

J

.90

.95

24

RSm.others'

.71

.83

24

RS sitters

.56

.72

19

.56

.73

24

.52

.69

J

RD m.athers
RD sitters

J

I

j

20

It may be seen that the LAS scales for both thernothers and
sitters were highly reliable, while the reliability coefficients for
three af the scales were somewhat·lower than are cus tornary for
Likert-type scales (Edwards, 1957).
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A 'split-half

(odd~even)

test is the accepted way of evaluating

the reliability of summated rating scales of Likert-type items, and
no test-retest was attempted.

However test-retes t data were avail-

able on three cases where the same person was interviewed about
more than one arrangement.

These cases showed close consis tency

on the role dependence scales and on the role satisfaction scales.
As might be expected, there were differences in the satisfaction on
the last arrangement scales.

Although not at all definitive, these

differences contributed to our confidence that the LAS scales did
measure what they purported to do, namely satisfaction with the
las t child care arrangement.
The ability of each scale to discriminate was determined in
part by the dispersion of the summated ratings obtained from each
scale.

(See Table III. )
TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES
Median

Mean

S.D.

N

= 81

69

61.5

23.16

28

Range

Scale
LAS ·mother

13 - 94

LAS sitter

28

93 = 65

69

68.0

17.7

27

RSm.other

3

72 = 69

43

41.0

17.9

27

RS sitter

32

62 = 30

49

49.0

7.74

23

,RD mother

45

82 = 37

66

63.8

9.72

27

RD sitter

21 - 54= 33

36

35.7

8.55

23
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On the basis of the internal consis tency and the ability of the
sca.le to discriminate, it can be seen that the LAS scales for both
mothers and sitters and the mothers' RS scale were superior to the
other scales.

Without a pretest distribution of scores to go on, it

was not possible to know what level of difficulty of the items would
result in an optimum dis tribution of scores; therefore an insufficient
number of discriminatingiteTIls remained for three of the scales
constructed.
(1)

Other reasons for confidence in the LAS scale were:

The high split-half reliability for both the mothers and
sitters which was. 97 for the mothers and. 95 for the
sitters.

(2)

The zero correlation between the LAS scale and the "RS
scale for the mothers (Rho

•

= .05).

There was a signifi-

cant, but moderately low correlation between the LAS
scales and theRS scales for the sitters (Rho = .48).

A

possible reason for this may be that sitters are apt to
have more than one arrangement at a tiIne and a sitter's
satisfaction with a particular arrangement may be influenced by or associated with her satisfaction with other
ar rangements tha texis ted a t the s arne time.
An indication of the external consistency of the scales was obtained by comparing responses to the scale items 49, 54 and 75 with
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the responses to a similar -item in the interview schedule, and.it was
I1;oted by inspection that the responses in both instruments were consis tent.
In addition, the LAS scores were com.pared with the responses
to the .interview ques tions regarding changes in global satisfac tion
and the responses to the question regarding whether or not dissatisfaction was a reasonfor termination.

No gross inconsistency was

found.
An indica tion of the reliability of the dependent variable was
obtained by comparing the data regarding duration of the arrangement for those cases in which both the .mother and sitter in the same

= 20 .

arrangement were interviewed ~ N

Although there were differ-

ences between the mothers' and sitters' responses, these differences
we·renot sufficient to af£ec t seriously the rank ordering of respondents on the dependent variable.

For the twentyarrangem.entsin

which paired data were available, the rank order correlation of
mothers' and sitters' responses was ·Rho·= .90.
One of the defects in the collection of the data was the time
·lapse between the termination of the day care arrangement and the
date of the research·interview.

For the m.others this time lapse

ranged from one to nineteen weeks

~

with a median of seven weeks .

For the sitters the range was two to twenty-four weeks, with a
median of eight weeks.
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The data for some items on the schedule was affec ted by this
time lapse.

The study had hoped to ascertain how much a sitter's

or working mother's income contributed to total family income.
time lapse"

The

as well as the wording of theseiterns on the interview

schedules, rnadeit difficult to evaluate this data adequately.
The time .lapse also affec ted responses to the interview
s.chedu.le items that had to do with the respondent's behavior as a
day care giver or user following termination pf the discussed arrangement.
The da ta for the dependent variable was also affec ted by the
time lapse.

Almos t all mothers and sitters had difficulty recalling

the starting and terlnination dates of the child care arrangement.
In only two cases, both of thelTI sitters, had the respondent kept a
written record to which she could refer -in answering this ques tion.

Data Analysis

The theoretical hypothesis. for this study was that the duration
of the day care arrangement would have a positive correlation with
the value of the arrangement for the individual.
for each of the two

samples-~the mothers

Four nu.ll hypotheses

and the sitters--were used

in testing this theoretical assumption.
The results obtained by Spearman Rank Order correlations
were not s tatis tically significantly different from zero and did not
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result in the rejec tion of the null hypothesis.

(See Table IV. )

TABLE IV
DURATION OF THE ARRANGEMENT BY SCALE SCORES
Rho

Mothers
LAS, dura hon

.22

N == 28

RS, dura tion

-. 18

N

RD, dura tion

-.21

N == 27

RD +RS, duration

-.22

N == 27

LAS, duration

-.14

N == 27

RS, dura tion

-.04

N == 23

RD, dura tion

-.02

N == 23

-.08

N == 23

==

27

Sitters

RD

+ RS, duration

These results led to a further analysis of the independent
variables by Guttman scale analysis, which is described in ,Chapters
IV, V and VI. In the case of the rnothers the Guttman scale in Chapter
IV was found to be correlated with the duration of the arrangem.ent,
significant a t the one pe rc en t level.

Me thad of CoHee ting the Satnple

The satnple for this study was collec ted from. two agencies,
the Multnomah County Public Welfare Com.mission and the Day Care
Exchange Project of northwest Portland.
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At a meeting with representatives of the MultnomahCounty
Public WelfareCommis sion.it was determined that the mas t feasible
way of collecting a sequential sample of terminated family day care
arrangements would be through the use of grant authorization documents which are ·proces sed by the agency whenever a welfarerecipient has a change infinanc ial need.

A welfar e r ecipien.t who is paying

for some type of child care has the cos t of this item included in her
grant.

When ,a recipient repor ts a change in the cos t of this item,

or reports that the item is no longer needed, the welfare caseworker
authorizes a grant change by the use of this document. ,Such authorizations usually are done within the month that the change occurs .
The cdllec tion of all authoriza tion documents that showed
either a change in or a' dele tion of the cos t of child care provided a
sampling frame of terminated day care arrangements .. Such a procedurewould result in an unknown sample loss due to the possibility
of unreported terminations.

In addition it was assllmed that some

mothers would change sitters without requiring a change in the budget. item for the cost of child care.
Screening was necessary (a) to determine if the change in cost
represented a termination of an arrangement and (b) to determine if
the arrangement had ac tually been for day care of the type to be
studied--family day care in the home of anon-relative.

This

screening was done by two members of the research group contac ting
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the caseworker who had authorized the grant change.

It was found

that in most cases the caseworker was able to supply information
from which a decision could be made as to whether or not the case
should be included in the sanlple (that is, was it a terminated family
day care arrangement).

For those cases in which the caseworker

was unable to supply this information, the researchers did the
screening themselves.

This method of screening was successful.

. In the subsequent interviews of the mothers obtained in this manner,
all but one met the criteria for a terminated family day care arrangement.
Authorization documents were collected during the .month of
November, 1966.

During this period of time there were 87 authori-

zations for either a deletion of or change in the cos t of child care.
Of these 87 authorizations, 14 were found to be the result of a ter-:
mination of a fall1ily day care arrangement.
In the process of screening the 87 authorizations with the we1fare casework staff, other terminated day care arrangell1ents were
found which had not appeared as grant authorizationchangeB in the
m.onth of November . .soll1e of these were arrangements which had
been ,terminated prior to November and others were terminations
which the caseworker knew about but for which he had not authorized
a grant change.

Since a probability sample was not desired for this

study and sine e thes e ar rangements me t the c ri ter ia spec ified, it
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was decided to include them in the sample.

This method resulted

in obtaining ten additionqJ terminated family day care arrangements.
When added to the terminated arrangements obtained from the grant
authorizq.tion documents, our potential sample from the welfare depar trnent was 24 terminated day care arrangements.
The sample los sfrom these 24 arrangements was two.

Both

of thes e mothers declined to be interviewed as they "didn't have
time." One of them was working a split shift, necessitating her
being away from home approximately twelve to fourteen hours a day.
During the interviews with the welfare mothers, the respondents were asked to give the naITle of the sitter who had provided
day care ·in the terminated arrangem.ent.

All the m.others did this,

and also gave their permission to interview the sitter.
From. the 22 welfare rno thers interviewed, we obtained the
names of 23 baby sitters who had provided day care for their children.

The extra baby sitter was the result of onernother's having

had anaddi tional termina ted ar rangeITlent between the terITl ina ted
arrangement for which she was referred to the sample, and the
da te of the interview.
Sample loss for this group of baby sitters was eight.
baby sitter re.fused to be interviewed.

One

The mother in this arrange-

ment indicated that term.ination had been most unpleasant, involving
a disagreem.ent about payment which had necessitated the intervention

of the welfare department . . Seven of the baby sitters could not be
located.

It appeared that some of them had moved, and others were

jus t not available for appointments.
An additional terminated day care arrangement was obtained
from a woman who was interviewed twice--first as a sitter for a
welfare mother , and then as a working mother and user of family
day care.
In summary, the welfare sample consisted of 23 mothers and
16 sitters.

Paired data, representing terminated arrangements in

which both the mother and sitter were inte'rviewed, was coHee ted
for 15

arrang~ments.

A s des c ribedin .Chapter I, the Day Care Exchange , through
the net work of the Day Care Neighbors , has developed a system
through which private family day care arrangements can be located.
This agency arranged Jor the Day Care Neighbors to report terminated arrangements that occurred during the months of September
and Oc tober of 1966.
The social worker serving the Day Care ·ExchangeProject has
regular monthly contacts with Day Care Neighbors.

As plans were

made for the researchprojec t, the Day Care Neighbors were advised
of the need to .locate terminated arrangements, and were requested
to report to the Exchange social worker all terminated day care
arrangements that came to their attention.

The Exchange then
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referred the names of tnothers and sitters for inclusion.in the
satnple.
During the months of September and Oc tober, 1966 the Day
Care Neighbors reported terminated arrangements.
ments required only minimal screening.

These arrange-

Of the ten arrangetnents

referred two were not accepted, one because it was a child care
arrangement necessitated by the mother's illness, rather than by
her employment or participation in vocational training, and the
other because it was an arrangement that an etnployed father had
for his motherless children.
child care arrangements .

This sampling frame provided eight

However, this number of arrangements

was expanded in the process of interviewing the mothers and sitters,
as it was found that some of the respondents had ,intervening terminated arrangements, which had occurred between the date of
termination of the referred arrangement and the date of the interview.

Such terminations had not beenrepor ted to the ,Exchange

office.

In this manner five additional terminated arrangements

were ob tained.
This resulted in a potential sample of 13 terminated day care
arrangements.

These arrangements involved eight baby sitters,

and 12 mothers.
The sample los s for the 12 mothers was eight.

This high

sample loss was primarily due to moves made by the mothers.
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Seven mothers were no longer living at the address listed by the
Day Care Exchange, and attempts to locate them through followup letters, contac ts with relatives, neighbors, and former baby
sitters were successful in 0r:tly one case.

The eighth mother could

not be interviewed as she was vacationing in Hawaii.
Sample loss for the eight sitters was one.

This sitter had

moved, and her current address was not available.
The sample from the Day Care Exchange Projec t therefore
included four mothers, who represented five terminated arrangements, and seven baby sitters, who represented 11 terminated
arrangements.

Paired data, representing terminated arrangements

in which both the mother and sitter were interviewed, was collected
for five ar rangements •
The final sam.ples were arrived at by combining the respondents from the welfare depar trnent and from the Day Care Exchange.
Twenty-seven mothers were interviewed regarding 28 terminated
family day care arrangements, and 23 sitters were interviewed
regarding 27 such arrangements.

As indicated earlier, there is

a difference in the number of mothers to arrangements, and a difference in the number of sitters to arrangements.

This is because

one mother had two terminated arrangements and two sitters had
two terminated arrangements, and one sitter three terminated
arrangements.
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FroTIl the above saITlples of sitters and TIlothers, asaTIlple of
20 paired terTIlinated arrangements was constructed; that isa
sample in which data was obtained from both the mother and sitter
involved in thesatne arrangement.
Thirty-five terlllinated arrangements were actually included
in the study.

In addi tion to the 20 pair ed ar rangements, ther e ·were

eight arrangements in which only the mother was interviewed, and
seven arrangements in which only the sitter was interviewed.
In discust?ing methodology and findings, it will be noted that
under certain conditions the saTIlple used is the number of arrangements, and at other times the sam.ple used is the number of individuals, i. e. , TIlothers or sitters.
TheseTIlothersand sitters represent a non-probability sample
fratn the universe of terrninated fatnily day care arrangements.
,Since this is a non-probability sample, the study makes no attempt
to es titnate parameters of the general population of working .mothers
and their baby sitters.

The ins truments that were developed for use

in this study and the findings of this study may be seen as having
exploratory value that may sthnulate further research into the social
interaction processes of the private family day care system.

CHAPTER IV

THE MOTHERS

Introduc tion

In this chapter the sample of working mothers is described
and the findings presented and discussed.
A generally favorable response by the mothers to the research
interview facilitated the gathering of data.

When the mothers were

initially contac ted they responded to the reques t for help with varying degrees of enthusiasm. . . Some had been alarmed by the letter
but were reassured by the personal contac t and becam.e intrigued
after an explanation of the purpose of the study.

They expressed

intere-s t in participating and the majority went out of their way to
cooperate in arranging time for an, interview in spite of personal
inc onvenienc e .
At the conclusion ,of the interview the m.otherswere asked for
any comments they cared to ,make.

The responses revealed a

gen~

era.! and personal concern about thewholeques tionof child care.
They made comments such as:

"I'd sure like to know what you find

out" and "I hope this helps you do something to ,improve the situation, " or "I never thought much about some of these things before,
but it sure ,is a problem.. "
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Many behaved in the interview situation ,as if they were
r-elieved to be able to talk about the problem, and some implied
that they felt pressured to work and were resentful of this.

These

thoughts were revealed in random com:rnents and conversation incidental to the interview.

Characteristics of the Sample

Of the 27 mothers interviewed in the ,28 arrangem.ents, 2,3
were referred by the welfare department of whom seven werereceivingsupplemental assis tance at the time of the interview; the
re,rnainder were carried as service cases.

The other four mothers

were referred by the Day Care Exchange Projec t.

Because of the

srnall number of referrals from the Day Care Exchange , no comparison of the two samples was atteTIlpted; rather, all 27 mothers
were considered as the "working mother saTIlple.

,,~:~

Vital statistics concerning the m.others and their families are
pres ented in Tables V and VI.
The interviewing schedule was divided into three par ts:

(l)

making the arrangem.ent; (2) maintaining the arrangement: (3) terminating the arrangement.

~:~

All answers were geared to the mother's

One mother was interviewed twice, in regard to two separate
arrangements; hence while there were only 27 mothers in the study,
data was obtained from mothers on, 28 arrangements.
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TABLE V
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTHERS
Ages

~c

Under 20
20 - 30
30 - 40
Totals

Educational Level
1
20

Some H. S.
H. S. grad.
GED & Voc.
Some college

6

~c

5

14
1

5

19
2

27

Length of Employment
7

6

3

27

Occupation

Totals

Married
Div. or Sep.
Unwed

9
10

27

Clerical
Ser¥icework
S killed trade
Student

Mari tal S ta tus

1 yr. or -les s
1 - -3 yrs.
10 or more
Unknown

11
10

Race
White
Negro

20
7

5

1

27

27

27

Thir teen of the age figur es ar e es tima ted.

TABLE VI.
INCOME LEVELS

>:c

Mother's Income
Under $2, 999

Farn il y Inc ome

17

14

$3, 000 to $4, 999

8

7

$5, 000 to $1 0, 000

o

3

Unknown

2

3

27

27

,:c Four of these .families were from the "non-welfare samples;"
they account for the three in the "high-income" gr-oup. Only
seven of the 23 welfare mothers were receiving supplemental
ADC at the time of the interviews.
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last arrangement which subsequently was analyzed in terms of
meeting thernotherrs expressed criteria, providing satisfaction,
andsorne rneasure of s tab ili. ty .

Because Perry's study (1961) indi-

cateda large number of "inforrnal II arrangements were bas ed on
friendship or at leas t casual acquaintance, an attem.pt was rnade to
deterrnine how the mother and sitter found one another.

Thirteen

of the 27 m.others indicated that they and the sitters were "friends II
prior to the arrangement; only six werestrange-rs.

Of the 28 ar-

rangements, 18 were initiated by the mother; ten by the sitter.':l
None of the m.others interviewed had used newspaper ads or employment agencies, though four were brought together by the·Day Care
Exchange.

Charac teris tics of the Las t Arrangernent

Fifty-nine children were included in the las t arrangem.ents of
27m.others.
bracket.

Over half (32) of these children were in the ·1 -3 a ge

Twenty-four were of school age (6 - 13); three were kin-

dergartners (age 5); and one was an. infant.

The cos t of care varied

from. $1.00 per day for two children for seven hours to $4.00 per
day for two children for seven hours.

The

fee1;>ea~rs more

relation

to the num.berof hours per day that care was given than to thenum.ber of children.involved, but no set fee was apparent.
provided food or paid for extras.

Four m.others
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The dis tanc e to the sitter IS' home is shown in the 'following
cumulative frequency table:
Distance

Cum.ulative
Frequency

Next door or across street

5

Within one block away

14

Within six blocks

21

Within one mile

26

Within ,ten miles

28

The ,mothers I expressed requirements for a day care arrangementwere: ):(
Good care

18

Responsibility and dependability

10

Sitter mus t like children

12

Convenience

5

Cleanliness (of day care .home)

5

Sitter mus t be older than teen age

4

Price mus t be right

3

Similar ideas about discipline

3

Did the mothers get what they were looking for ?

The answers

·to this question scored as follows:
Yes (got everything that she was looking for)

9

No (got nothing that she was .looking for)

2

Partially (got some of what she was looking for)
Total

16
27

):( The mothers were encouraged toEs t as many criteria as
seemed significant to them.
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Thus, only one third of the mothers met all their requirements
·in their ·las t arrangement.
the course of the

This fac tor made a significant im.pac t on

arrangement~-m.aintenanceand

terrrlination--as

dis c us s edin the subsequent analysis.

Maintenance Behavior:

Whose Responsibility ?

Theques tionasked of the mothers was, "We would like to
know how you keep a babysitting arrangement from. falling apart.
What does it take to keep a babysitting arrangem.ent going?" The
responses were classified independently by three judges according
to whether therrlother thought it was up to her or up to the sitter to
do the accomrrlodatingin the relationship.

There was com.plete

agreerrlent on two-thirds of the responses.

The res t were reviewed

and consensus was reached on them jointly, in order to arrive at
trustworthy ratings.

The m.aintenance behavior orientation of the

m.othersispresented in Table VII.
Althoughm.aintenancewas seen by them.ajor-ity of the m.others
as their re-sponsibility, they did not appear to carry this out in ac tual
practice.

Often neither party to the arrangement was particularly

aware of any deliberate ac tivity to prom.ote harm.ony in this area.
Once the arrangem.ent had been made, both expected it to continue
without any specific effor t on their par t.

A considerable arrlount of

attention has been given to the question.of training and certifying
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TABLE VII
ORIENTA TION OF MOTHERS TOWARD MAINTENANCE
OF RELA TIONSHIP WITH SITTER
Mother attributes one-s.ided
power to sitter and takes the
burden of responsibility upon
herself for trying to .maintain
the relationship. N = 19

Mother sees power as balanced
and either assigns the responsibility for maintaining the relationship to the sitter or sees it
as shared mutually. N = 8 ...

Verbatim excerpts:

Verbatim excerpts:

Agree on discipline; donit jUnlP
on sitter.

Mother and sitter have to have
same viewpoint; 8i tter needs to
be able to "talk to kids " like
mothers.

Pay baby sitter on time; suit
your needs around sitter IS;
handle sitters with kid gloves.
Have your children mind and
not sass; good pay.
Keep a tape over my mouth. I
find it hard, because they do
not take care of thenl the way
I would; it takes all my nerve
jus t to keep my mouth shut; I
have to 'put up with what I can
get 'cause that's the only way
to keep one, and to ge t a good
one you. have topu t out a good
bi t of money.
Itls themother's responsibility; don't be demanding or ask
too much of the s·itter; make
the sitterls job a happy one;
be considerate of sitter.
Mother mus t pr.otect her
child and interfere only if
baby sitter is irresponsible
or doesn't give good care.

Mutual agreement betweens:itter
and mother regarding expec tations.
Being good friends; knowing
each other 'sways.
We didn't take advantage of each
other; good friends; be considera te of each other.
Sitter and mother agree on
same things to do.
Cooperation between baby sitter
and par ent; sitter should learn
likes, dislikes, and habits of the
child so they could be a second
mother; mother can ignore
"ta ttle -taleing" of child.
It depends on circums tances,
such as location and length of
knowing each other, and on compatability of needs of mothers
and baby sitters. She wanted
some thing to do and IJ.eeded
money and I wanted someone
91 0s e and good.
I
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baby sitters, but possibly mothers need to be edu.cat€'d in how to
ini tiate a}n<cl us e child car e sa tis fac toril y .
When the mothers firs t ITladethe arrangement, only three of
them wer e dis s a tis fied wi th it, bu t when as ked if anything changed
.in their feelings of satisfaction during the life of the arrangement,
14 mothers, including two of the originally dissatisfied, indicated
that they had become less satisfied as time went on.
decided to terminate because of dissatisfaction.

Ninemothers

All nine of these

were among those who became less satisfied during the course of
the arrangement.

Termination of the Las t Arrangement

These terminated arrangements discussed by the mothers
ranged in duration from. one day to three and one half years, with
the median length being seven weeks.

Only seven .of the arrange-

ments las ted for six months or 'longer.
Since the focus of the study was an analysis of terminated
arrangements, the mothers were asked to s tate their reasons for
termination and their perception of the responsibility for termination,; i. e. , mother, sitter or other (such as husband or family
member).

The replies to "Why did this arrangement terminate?"

were classified as follows:
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13

Changes in sitter's situation
Dissatisfaction with care

9

Change in ,mother's ,need

6
Total

28

Thus, almos t half of the arrangements were terminated by the
sitter.

This fac tor was also borne out in the mothers' replies to

"'Who terminated the arrangement?"
Sitter's decision

13

Mother's decision

12

Mutual agreement

2

Sitter's husband

1
Total

~:(

28

The high ratio of sitter-determined terminations is especially
significant in view of the statements made by 15 (over one half) of
the mothers indicating that they were at leastpartially dissatisfied
with the arrangement; nevertheless they did not take the initiative
in seeking its terrnination.

Their com.plaints ranged from one

m.other's all-inclusive "everything" to such specifics as flacold
house;" mas t of the com.plaints, however, centered around poor
child care, poor facilities and harsh discipline.

In spite of their

complaints, five of the 15 dissatisfied mothers found partial

~:c Not necessarily sam.e 13 who indicated changes in sitter's
situation.
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satisfaction in the arrangement; only seven said the(~ would ~ot use
the same sitter again.

Sources of Role Satisfac Hon and Role Dependence

Of the 34 Likert-type scale items relating to satisfaction with
working mother and day care user role, 24were selected on the
basis of their ability to discriminate between,motherswhQ scored
high and low on the items.

This is described in ,Chapter III.

The

twenty-four best scale items on Mothers' Role Satisfaction are
shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
SUMMATED-RATING SCALE OF MOTHERS'
ROLE SATISFACTION (mothers' RS)
Frequency
Low High

Item

+ I feel more iInpor tant when I am

,Mean
Score

9

18

2.44

11

16

2.22

I get criticized for leaving my child
with a babysitter.,

10

17

2.22

+ Working keeps me from feeling bored.

11

16

2.22

69.

-

10

17

2.18

41.

+ I like the daily routine of going to

10

17

2.18

73.

working.

+ I would rather leave my child with a

54.

sitter than with a relative or member of my own family.

-

48.
88.
\

My children are harder to handle
since they have been going to a babysitter's.
work.
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Frequency
High
Low

Item.

Mean
:Score

49.

-

lid rather have my child at a day
care center than at the home of a
sitter.

12

15

2.18

56.

+ I am happier when I am working.

11

16

2. 15

47.

-

I have been cr-iticized more than
once for being a working mother.

13

14

2.03

65.

-

I worry about leaving my child with
a sitter.

14

13

2.00

51.

+ I am appreciated more at horne

15

12

1.85

15

12

1.81

17

10

1.66

when I am working.

36.

-

76.

+ On the whole, I think I can be a better

I really would prefer to stay home
myself.
mother if I work.

46.

-

It bothers me that I can't have the
kind of child care arrangement I
would really like.

16

11

1.63

83.

+ I enjoy getting away f.rom housework.

17

10

1.63

74. -+ Having a job is better than being jus t

18

9

1.59

a hous ewife.

61.

-

I wish I didn't have to work.

18

9

1.41

97.

-

In general I'm not in favor of
mothers working.

18

9

1.41

84.

-

Mothers shouldn't work unless they
absolutely have to.

19

8

1.22

79.

+ My family seems to get along better

21

6

1. 11

at home when I w.ork.

62.

-

My farniiy would rather have me
stay at home.

21

6

1.07

35.

-

I worry about whether my working
is good for my children (child).

23

4

1.07
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TABLE VIn (continued)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
Score

57.

-

I worry about whether babysitting
is good for my children (child).

22

5

.92

68.

... It's hard trying to hold down a job
and raise children at the same
time.

22

5

.85

24 items
Coefficient of reliability (odd-even):
(correc ted for length of tes t)

r = .83

Ten of the items failed to discriminate between high and .low
satisfaction because most of the sample gave similar responses to
the item.

Although not useful for building a discriminating scale,

these items are mas t useful for describing the sample of mothers
in terms of attributes that charac terized the whole group.

These

items, which suggest some of the main sources of satisfaction Jar
mothers, are given jn Table IX.

The frequency of agreement with

each item is shown, as is the mean score for the item.
The idea that babysitters deserve commendation received
almos t universa.l agreement, which was interpreted as the mothers '
perception of the sitters I job as a rather demanding one.

While

most of the mothers thought the children1earned a_lot, not all of
them approved of everything they learned, such as fie us sing, " so
that the wording of Item 55 might be questioned.

Items 60 and 70
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TABLE IX
FREQUENCY OF MOTHERS' AGREEMENT WITH ITEMS
SHOWING HIGH ROLE SA TISFAC TION
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

Mean
Score

42.

+

Babysifters deserve a lot of
credit.

26

1

3.44

55.

+

Children .learn a lot from s taying in someone else's hOTIle
dur ing the day.

20

7

2.59

60.

+

I get a better idea of what my
children are like from talking
to the babys i tter ..

15

12

2.26

52.

-

My neighbors don't approve of
my working.

1

26

2.78

70.

+

You usually can trust a si tter
to do a good job.

15

12

2.22

indicate that the majority of the mothers have confidence in the
sitter and are interested in her observations.

Item 52, regarding

neighbors I disapproval of the mothers' working, received a somewhat higher rate of disagreement than was anticipated.

The mothers

felt their neighbors did approve for the mos t part, although five did
not know what they thought.
By contrast, several other items indicated general sources
of low satisfaction for mothers. These are shown in Table X.
Item 34 received a negative response indicating that criticism was
not a factor in the mothers! seeking employment.

Items 44, 75 and
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TABLE X
FREQUENCY OF MOTHERS' AGREEMENT WITH ITEMS
SHOWING LOW ROLE SA TISFAC TION
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

34.

+

I get criticized if I don't
work.

44.

-

75.

-

43.

- It bothers me not knowing

Mean
Score

6

21

1.33

It's hard to know what you
cane:xpec t of a sitter .

20

7

1.22

I'd rather have a babysitter
come intd my own horne than
have my children go out.

20

7

1~22

16

11

1.88

12

15

1.88

what goes on with the children when they are at the
sitter's.
59.

+

When I work, I'm better
organized at home.

(to some extent) 43, did indicate a concern with the unknown factors
in the baby sitti.ng relationship and a preference for care in the
child's own home.

Although the mothers were fairly evenly divided

on:how organized they are at home, they did n,ot express strong
feelings about this.

Item 59, therefore, did not contribute signifi-

cantly to the satisfac tion,level.
The 24 best discrilllinating itern.s on Mother's Role Dependence
are shown in Table XI.
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TABLE XI
SUMMATED-RATING SCALE OF MOTHERS'
ROLE DEPENDENCE (Mothers' RD)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
,Score

38.

+

My job depends on ,having a baby...
sitter.

o

27

3.. 19

64.

+

Getting someone really reliable is
very diffic ul t.

1

26

3.19

40.

-

I feel like almos t everything depends
on being able to make a good day
care arrangement for my child' (children).

1

26

53~

+

The money I make is important to
me.

1

26

3.06

63.

+

I am careful not to impose on my
babysitter. -

2

25

2.97

86.

+ I hate having to change sitters.

1

26

2.97

87.

-

I could work a different shift and
do without a sitter altogether.

3

.24

2.87

39.

+

I leave my child (children) with a
babysitter because I ,don't have
any choice.

3

24

2.84

67.

+

I make every effort to patch up misunders tandings with the sitter.

2

25

2.74

94.

+

I have to work in order to make ends
meet.

7

20

2.55

90.

+

I simply can't afford to lose my job.

8

19

2.45

89.

-

My working hours are flexible, and
I can arrange them. to suit my child
care plans .

8

19

2.32

92.

+

My family couldn't get by if I didn't
work.

9

18

2.29
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TABLE XI (continued)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
Score

96.

-

I have a lis t of alternates if this
arrangement fails.

6

21

2.29

50.

-

I never have to worry about finding
another sitter.

6

21

2.26

93.

-

I can always get a sitter through an
agency.

6

21

2.20

81.

-

I don't wantll1y child to get too attached to a sitter.

8

19

2.00

71.

-

If necessary, I could quit work and
stay home.

12

15

1.93

98.

+

I worry about being able to keep a
sitter.

14

13

1.80

77.

+

You really have to work at it to
keep a sitter happy.

15

12

1.74

45 .

-

My children get along with anybody.

15

12

1. 51

85.

-

I have a neighbor or a relative
available in anernergency.

20

7

1. 12

80.

-

My babys itter has' to be flexible
because sometimes' I can't get
thereon time.

18

9

1.09

91..

-

When my child (children) is (are)
sick, I am able to stay home.

9

18

1.03

24 item.s
Coefficient of reliability (odd-even):
(correc ted for length of tes t)

r

= .73

Of the items for role dependence which did not discriminate
between high and low, the following seemed to indicate general role
dependence:
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TABLE XII
MOTHERS' ROLE DEPENDENCE
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

Mean
Score

37.

+

A good babys i tter is hard to
find.

27

0

3.32

58.

+

I work in order to ge t ahead.

22

5

2.71

72.

-

Paying for child care cos ts
so much that it's hardly
worth my working.

13

14

1.58

Them.others agreed that finding a good sitter is difficult, but
they seemed to feel that it was iITlportant they should do so if they
want to work, and mos t of them felt that they needed to work if they
wanted to get ahead.

The agreement

respons~

to Item 72 was evenly

dis tributed be tween both high and low scoring mothers, indicating
that the problem. of cost in relation to the wages they could command
is an item of concern for all levels of dependence.
The items which indicated appa·rent role freedom are presented in Table XIII.
The m.ajority of the ITlothers felt that their children's attitude
toward the sitter was of importa.nce; they did not want the children
to continue an arrangement in which the children were not happy,
although they did not like to .make changes.
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TABLE XIII
MOTHERS' ROLE FREEDOM
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

66.

-

The mas t impor tant thing
about a day care arrangement
is whether your child takes
to the sitter.

Mean
.Score

24

3

.80

4

23

2.51

78 . . -

I want my children to have
the experience of being with
different sitters.

82.

-

If my child did not like the
sitter I would change.

19

8

95.

+ If I want a sitter, I have to

8

19

1.22

take wha t I can get.

Satisfac tion with the Las t Arrangement

The twenty-four bes t items in Satisfac Han with Las t Arrangement ar e shown in Table. XIV.

TABLE XIV
SUMMATED~RATING SCALE

OF MOTHERS' SATISFACTION
WITH THE LAST ARRANGEMENT (Mothers' LAS)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
Score

21 •

- She expec ted too much of me.

4

24

2.54

20.

-

4

24

2.48

The sitter wouldn't tell me what
went on with the children.
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TABLE XIV (continued)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
.Score

22.

+

My sitter and I kept on pretty good
terms.

5

23

·2.48

3.1.

-

I couldn't count on her to help out
in an emergency.

6

22

2.48

32.

-

It's hard trying to discuss my child
(children) with the babysitter-~"

4

24

2.48

+
24. -

She gave the children enough to do.

7

21

2.42

I felt she took advantage of me.

6

22

2.42

4.

+

I was satisfied with her housekeeping and the way she kept the children c1ean.

6

22

2.42

1.

+

The babysitter and I enjoyed ge tting
together.

7

21

2.30

10

18

2. 30'

9

19

2.27

5.

+ I like the way she treats children.
7. + ,She took a real interes t in my

19.

child (children).

3.

-

We were too different in the way we
brought up children.

9

19

2.24

27.

-

I don't think she gave the children
enough attention.

8

20

2.24

10.

+

She went out of her way to help me.

10

18

2.21

25.

+

If I ever had to change my plans
she was very flexible about it.

9

19

2.12

33.

+

She was the sort of person you
c auld tell your problems to.

12

16

2.09

Her friendship meant a lot to me.

12

16

2.03

She took an interes t in m.e personally.

13

15

2.03

My sitter really did more for me
than she· had to.

12

16

2.03

+
17. +
9.

29.

+
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TABLE XIV (continued)
Frequency
Low High

Item

8.

+ I liked the way she trained my

Mean
:Score

13

15

1. 97

12

16

1.97

13

15

1.75

child (children).
14.

+ I would be willing to use the same
sitter again.

26.

-

13.

+ We had aJot in common.

17

11

1.51

16.

+ The children (child) learned

17

11

1.45

As time went on, I started looking
for a better arrangement with another sitter.

some impor tant things tha t they
wouldn't have gotten at home.
24 items
Coefficiency of reliability (odd-even):
(correc ted for' length of tes t)

r

= .97

The items which did not discriminate between high and low
scoring,mothers in this scale were predominately those intended to
measure the mother's perception of the sitter's attitude toward her.
See Table, XV.
The mothers generally disagreed with the items in Table XV ,
indicating that they had few complaints to ,make regarding the s.itter's
approach to the relationship.

The leas t satisfied mothers had

more incidence of agreement than the most satisfied.
they, felt the sitter's charges were fair •

QO

On the whole,
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TABLE XV
NON-DISCRIMINA TING LAS ITEMS FOR THE MOTHERS
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

11.

- I didn't like the way she tried

Mean
,Score

3

25.

2.48

4

24

2.27

'3

25

2.48

3

·25

2.51

2

26

2.57

to tell me what to do.

15.

- I don't think she approved of
my working.

28.

- I got tired of her telling .me
her .problems •

6.

- I had trouble with my children
because the sitter spoiled
them.

, 12.

- My 'las t sitter charged

too

,much.
N = 28 mothers

TABLE XVI
ITEMS RELATED TO CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE LAST
ARRANGEMENT (Mothers' LAS)
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

Mean
.Score

2.

-

I wasn't satisfied with the
kind of neighborhood.

9

19

2.18

18.

-

I was n' t sa tis fiedwith the
hous e and yar d .

12

16

1.72

23.

-

The babysitter lived too far
away to be convenient.

4

24

2.60

30.

-

I didn't like the other children who were ,in the baby
si t te r 's home.

4

24

2.30
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There was some dissatisfaction with the physical aspects of
the sitters' facilities, but, again, this was not confined to the low
satisfaction mothers, and the majority were satisfied.
Only four mothers objected to the other children in, the baby
sitter's horne.

Two of these felt the children were too aggressive

and two were uneasy because there were too many children and their
children did not receive enough attention.

Analysis of Data

The study found only the most limited support for the hypothesis that continuity of the family day care arrangement is dependent
in par t on the mother's satisfac tion with her role as mother and as
day care user; on her perceived dependence on the use O'f day care;
and on her satisfaction with the particular relationship and circlUIls tanc es of the las t ar rangement.
As reported in ,Chapter III, the relationship between each of
the scales and the nu,mber of weeks

r

duration of the arrangement

was tes ted bySpea.rmanRank Order Correlation.

These correla-

tions were not statistically significantly different from zero at the
5 percent level and did not result in rejection of the null hypothesis.
,Since the measures were reliable, the lack of association can
not be attributed to low reliability and it was necessary to conclude
that the value of the arrangement to the mothers alone, by itself,
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and as measured, did not account for the duration of arrangements
for the mothers in the sample.
A scalar relationship was found, however, between whether
the mothers got wha t they were -looking for in an arrangement and
their satisfaction with a particular

arrange~ent

(LAS):

Ge t

Not Get ~:~

High LAS

12

1

(13 )

Low LAS

6

9

(15)

N

= 28

With an almost zero cell, the distribution shows an association that
is somewhat scalar rather than a pattern of chance expectancy.

The

difference in proportions is statistically significant at the five -percent level.

It can be seen that all but one of those mothers who said

they did not find what they were looking ·for in an arrangement scored
low on satisfaction (LAS), while all but one of those with high satisfac tion did report getting what they were looking for.

"Getting" was

not necessarily accoITlpanied by high satisfac tion, but it tended, to
be (p < .05).
These results are not surprising.

Indeed, theylend confidence

~:~Responses to Item 15in the interview schedule served to dichotomize the mothers in terms of "getting" or "not getting." A
respondent was classified as "not get" if her-last arrangement
lacked one or more of the charac teris tics which she had indicated
as being important to her, or if she only got "partially" what she
was lOGking for, in two or more such charac teris tics.
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in the vaJidity of the data, since having one's expectations metwas
conceived as fundamental to satisfac tion.
An additional finding was that the mothers I role dependence
scores showed an inverse scalar pattern in relation to getting what
they were looking for in an arrangement.
Get

Not Get

High RD

7

7

Low RD

10

3

N

= 27

Mas t mothers who reported not getting what they were looking for
in an arrangement, scored high on Role Dependence, i. e., they
tended to see themselves as having little choice about working and
as having to take what they could get in a sitter.

On the other hand,

anlong ,those 13 mothers characterized by a sense of freedom of
choice· (low dependence), all but three reported getting what they
were 'looking for.
This latter scalar pattern was not anticipated and is especial-

ly interesting.

The Role Dependence scale was designed to measure

the value of the arrangement arising from the degree to which it
was seen as the only available alternative.

It was a low degree of

role dependence however that was associated with a prime condition
of satisfaction, that of getting what the mother was looking for in an
ar rangement.
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The relationship between these variables is further clarified
by Guttman scale analysis of the mothers' dichotomized responses
to the four variables:
A.

Getting vs. not getting what the mother was looking for
in an arrangement.

B .. High vs. Low satisfac Hon with the par ticular arrangernent (LAS).
C.

Role Freedom v s. Role Dependenc e (rever sing the signs
for the ·Role Dependence scale scores, to conform to the
way in which freedom of choice operated.)

D.

Work Role Freedom vs. Work Role Dependence.

(See

Tables XVIII and. XIX. )
The scale (Table XVII) had a coefficient of reproducibility of
.92 and met minim.um s tandardsfor scalograrns except for the few
number of iterns involved.

This scale gave five types of mothers

in which 21 out of 27 m.others wereperfec t scale types, exceeding
the expected frequency of scale types at p = .0002 (Schuessler,
1961).

Thus the scale presents a picture of typiealityfor the

sample of mothers, in rank-order degree ·from high to low on the
dimension of Role Fr eedom and. Sa tis fae Hon.
The scale also presents a newly constructed independent variable which orders the components and conditions of satisfac tion
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am.ong the m.others.

The scalogram. reveals that a Inother who per-

ceived herself as having a high degree of freedom. of choice (Role
FreedoIn) also was satisfied with her arrangement (LAS), and got
what she was looking for in an arrangem.ent.

A mother who failed

to get what she was looking for , scored low also on LAS and Role
Freedom. (RF) .

TABLE XVII
MOTHERS' SA TISFACTION AND ROLE FREEDOM:
A GUTTMAN SCALE

Types

High

5

f
NonScale
Types

No:
Errors

4

2

2

4

0

+

3

0

+

4

0

6

4

7

6::: 27

9

C
RF

B
LAS

A
Get

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+

4
3
2
Low

f
Scale
Types

D
WRF

1
Total

+

9
18

12
15

13
14

Repr oduc ibili ty ::: . 92
Minimum. Marginal Rep.

=:

21

+

17
10

.59

Observed frequency of Scale Types::: 21; z
Expec ted frequency of Scale Types == 11. 4

:::

3.528; p

:::

.0002
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The dichotomized data for WRF (work role freedom) was
obtained from two Guttman scale analyses of similar items
(Tables XVIII, ,XIX).

The two scalograms showed perfect corre-

lation and reliability for the dichotomized responses.
SCALOGRAM A
SCALOGRAM B
High:

type 5, 4

Low:

type 3, 2, 1

High: type 4, 3

Low: type 2, 1

18

0

0

9

I

I

18

9

N = 27

TABLE XVIII
MOTHERsr WORK ROLE DEPENDENCE: . SCALOGRAM A
Scale
Type
High

4

C

B

A

90

92

94 or 71

+

+

+

10

+

+

8

+

5

3

2
Low

f

1

4

N

+

10
17

18
9

= 27

23

4

Reproducibility:;;;; 1.00
Minimllm Marginal Rep. ::: .70
Items:
A
71 (Disagree to: "If necessary I could quit work andstaY'h-dme."
or 94

~Agree to:

"I have to work in order to make ends meet. "

B

92

Agree to:

"My family couldnrt get by if I didn't work.

C

90

Strongly agree to:
job. "

\

II

fir sim.ply couldnrt afford to ,lose my
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TABLE XIX
MO THERS I WORK ROLE DEPENDENCE: SCALOGRAM B

Scale
Type

D
71

C
92

5

+

+
+

High

4

B

94

+
+
+

3
2

A
53

+
+
+

13

+

3

1

Low

5
2

3

1
Total

+

f
NonScale
Types·

f
Scale
Types

16
11

Reproducibility = . 97
Minimum. Marginal Rep.

18

20

26

9

7

1

=:

•

24

+

3 = 27
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Items:

A

53

Agree to: "The money I make is im.portant to me. "

B

94

Agree to: "I have to work in order to make ends meet. "

C

92

Agree to: "My family couldn't get by if I didn't work.

D

71

Disagree to: "If necessary, I could quit work and stay
home. "

II

Findings on the ·Relationship Between Mothers I Dependence,
Satisfae Han, and the Continuity of the Family
Day Care Arrangement

The Guttman _scale shown in Table XVII which linked high satis fae tion to low dependence, or as ens e of freedom of e hoic e, was
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found associated with arrangements that were of longer duration.
It can be expres s ed thus:
Dependence
Sa tis fac tion

High

Low

High

Discontinuity

Continuity

Low

Discontinuity

This relationshipby'Spearrnan;Rank Order Correlation was
s tatis tically significantly different frorn zero at the one percent
level.

Table·XX, shows the high, type' 5, mothers having.longer

las ting arrangements, while type 1 m.others have shorter arrangements

~

In general, the higher the scale type the longer the arrange-

ment, Rho

= .49;

p

< .01 (carree ted for ties).

TABLE XX
DURATION OF-ARRANGEMENT BY SCALE TYPE ON THE
SCALOGRAM OF 1v10THERS' SATISFACTION AND
ROLE FREEDOM
.Scale Types
High

Low

Duration

5

4

3

2

1

Long

5

2

0

2

1

10

0

1

3

1

4

9

1

1

0

1

5

8

6

4

3

4

10

~:c

Medium
Short
Totals

~:o:c

~:c~:o:c

N

= 27

Rho :::: .49; p < .01 (corree ted for ties)
~:(
12 weeks or over; ~:c* 6 - 8 weeks; ):(~!~* 4 weeks and under
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This relationship can be summ.arized·m.ore simply as is
shown in Table ·XXI.
TABLE XXI

SIMPLIFIED PRESENTA TION OF TABLE XX
Scale Type
Dur a tion of the
Arrangement

Long
.8hor t

5 and 4

3, 2, and 1

Low Role Dependence
-High Role Freedom

High Role Dependenc e
Low Role Freedom

HighBa tisfae tion

Low Satisfac tion

~~

7

3

10

~:o:~

3

14

17
N = 27

,I,
'.'
):(~(

12 weeks or over
8 weeks or under

.Summary

The findings , therefore, lend suppor t to the usage and modification of Thibaut and Kelley's Model of CL and

.CLalt~:c

inmeasur-

ing the mothers' evaluative attitudes toward their day care
arrangements.

Those mothers who perceived themselves as hav-

ing considerable freedom in their working roles and suitable alternatives for their arrangements reflec ted their freedom. of choice by
(1) making arrangements that at least approximate their expressed
~:~Com.parison level

See Chapter II.

and comparison level for alternatives.
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desires and (2) expressed a higher rate of satisfaction with their
las t arrange1TI.ent.

FurtherITlore the arrangements for this gr-oup

of1TI.others tended to be relativelylong-lasting.
Validity of findings is further substantiated by an association between the 1TI.others t work role freedom. and their1TI.aintenance
behavior.

Mothers who saw themselves as highly dependent on

their work role also tended to see the sitters as power figures and
the1TI.selves as needing to accom1TI.odate the sitters.

Of the 19

1TI.others who felt that it was their responsibility to maintain the
arrangement (See Table VI), 15 also rated high in work role dependenc e, as illus tra ted in Table XXII.

TABLE XXII
MOTHERS' ACCOMMODA TION ORIENTA TION BY
WORK ROLE DEPENDENCE
WRD

Accommodating

Non-Accommodating

+

15

3

18

4

5

9

19

8

N = 27

z
p

= 1. 6555
= .049
This finding also correlates with the analysis of ter1TI.ination

procedures.

As indicated, mothers did not take the initiative in
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terminating an arrangement, even when this was not entirely satisfac tory to them; rather termination was often initiated by the sitter
to whom the mothers also attributed most of the power.
The study further showed that those arrangements which can
be termed successful from the standpoint of satisfaction and durationcontained an element of reciprocity in which both intrinsic and
extrinsic needs were met.

Although mos t of the .mothers would have

preferred a sitter in the home or a day care center,. those who did
utilize family day care arrangements indicated sources of satisfaction.outside the immediate area of child care.

The mothers, who

expressed themselves as dissatisfied with the arrangement (in
general) but nevertheless pointed out areas of particular satisfactions, illus trate this point.

If the findings of this s tudymay be taken

to mean that family day care is a potential source of satisfactory
day care--andwill continue to fill a community need--perhaps .
future research could be direc ted toward exploring. the areas of
satisfaction/dissatisfaction.in greater depth to highlight areas of
social work intervention.

CHAPTER V

THE SITTERS

Introduction and Review of the Literature

Of equal concern in this study of private family day care are
the sitters, the women who provide care on a regular basis in their
own homes to the children of working .mothers.

As has been ,previ-

ously stated, over half a million children under six are cared for
in someone else's horne by anon-relative during all or part of the
mother's working hours.

The literature concerned with day care

repeatedly emphasizes the need to· know more about the many
informal child care arrangem.ents.

Relatively little is known about

the wom.en who give child care, the sitters.

A thorough search of

the literature reveals only two studies which focus. in depth upon
the sitters.

The present research may be seen,in relation to these

two, other studies.

One is a study of ''mother subs titutes .!'

(Perry,

1961). The other is a report of a demonstration project called the
Day Care Exchange Project (Collins, 1966).
Perry's study is concerned with sitters as this study has
defined them, but his sample included other types of child care
arrangements as well.

Perry us ed the term. "mother subs titutes"

and defined it as anyone giving care to children while the mother
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was employed.

In .spokane, Washington in 1958, Perry interviewed

104 working mothers and 820f their mother substitutes.

lie found

that usually sitters cared for only a few children at one tim.e,
generally four or less.

They did not have extensive experience

as rnother subs titutes.

Fifty-four percent repor ted they had been

doing child care work for two to four years and twenty-percent for
four or more years.

But the ITlajority of the sitters viewed their

work role as perITlanent or s eITli-permanent.

Perry felt this might

be taken as evidenc efor the tentative judgITlent that the eITlployed
ITlother-m.other subs tituterelationships were relatively s table and
m.u tually satisfac tory.

In the samples tudied by Perry the child

care arrangements had been relatively s table and perm.anent over
time and were associated with satisfac tion.
The ·Day Care Exchange Project in northwest Portland has
been attempting to·bring together sitters who want to care for children and ITlothers who want private family day care for their offspring.

This is done by identifying WOITlen who are giving day care

and who, in addition, are thought to be "in the know" about who needs
day care and who is giving care in their neighborhood.

Social work

consultation.is provided these WOITlen, called Day,Care Neighbors,
to encourage them. in their natural neighboring role of "m.atclunaking"
between .m.others and sitters.

Thus, the inform.al soc ial sys tem

operating in the neighborhood is used to facilitate them.aking of
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child care arrangements to the advantage of both the sitters and the
mothers.

Intervention, is focus ed upon improving the interac tion

rather than the creation of a service which would in effec t compete
with it (Collins, 1966).
In addition, requests for day care received by the central
office of the Day Care Exchange Projec t are turned over to the Day
Care Neighbors who help the party make an arrangement.

In this

way arrangements are made between women who otherwise would
not know each other.

In the present study, eight of the eleven sitters

from the Day Care Exchange Projec t s·ample repor ted being strangers
to the mothers in the arrangements studied.
The Day ,Care Exchange Project has encountered a peculiar
reluctance on the part of women to admit that they provide day care.
In a three year period the Day Care Exchange Projec t has had contact with 122 women who were giving or wished to give day care.
Of thes e, 64 percent had made one arrangement during this per.iod
and 36 percent had made multiple arrangements (Collins, 1966).
Theprojec t director felt that even with extensive surveying many
women in the private family day care system of the northwest Portland area were uncounted.

Sitters tend tominim.ize the extent to

which they provide care.

They tend to avoid labeling themselves or

being ·labeled as sitters.

This is perhaps due to the low status con-

notation connected with babysitting.

It is the impression of the Day
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Care Exchange Projec t staff that there are many sitters who have
given child care for a number of years with apparent satisfac tion,
where others have repor ted frus tration especially with the turnover
in children cared for . ,Discontinuity of care was a m.ajor source of
dissatisfaction for the day care givers
change Projec t.

stu~Hed

by the Day Care Ex-

Dis continuity affec ted the sitters in that they could

not rely upon giving day care Jar a steady income. ,Sitters perceived
termination of arrangements as a form of personal rejec tion in some
cases (Collins, 1966).
Most other published information about sitters consist of
magazine and newspaper "shocker" articles, essentially describing'situations of cruelty and neglec t intended to create concern and
awareness and to elicit support from the American public for use
of federal funds to provide for day care centers (Ross, 1967;
Robbins, 1966; Bagdikian, 1966).

There are many ar ticles pu,b-

lis hed in popular magazines aim.ed a t the teenager and ins truc tional
in nature on how to be a good babysitter.

Charac teris tics of the Sample

Num.ber

The sample studied consisted of 23 sitters involved in 27
babys itting arrangements.
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The 23 sitters tended to be youngm.others more than grandmotherly types, only five being over 50.

Marital Status

Eighteen sitters were married.
band in the home.

Five sitters reported no hus-

Two of these sitters were recently separated.

Separation played a part in the reason for babysitting in one instance and i.nthe reason for terminating babysitting and taking outside employm.ent in another ins tance.

Number of Childr en

All sitters in the sample had children of their own.

Nineteen

of the sitters had at least one child age ten or under in the home.
Of these 14 had at least one pre-school age child and only four s,itters
had all adult children out of the home.

Annual Family Income

The total annual family incom.e ranged from under $1, 000 to
$10,000.

The median was $4,500.

Three sitters were the sale sup-

port of the family and these th:reereceived Social Security, Veterans
benefits, or ADC assistance.

Sitters I husbands were mostly
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employed in s,killed and s emi-s killed jobs.

One was a minis ter.

Sitters I incom.es from giving day care did not contribute appreciably to the total family incom.e in any instance.

No sitter reported

earning more than $166.00 monthly, for babys'ittingin :themonth
prior to the 'interview .

Education

The:ITlajority of the sitters had completed or had had some
high ·school education.

Only 'four had had additional education or

training.
Educational level of sitters

N

= 23

grade school only

1

some high school

8

high school graduate

10

high school graduate,
plus special training

2

college work

1

collegegradua te

1

Previous Work Experience

Twenty-one sitters had worked outside the home in the pas t.
Sitters '. occupations in previous outside employment

N

= 21

office work

6

waitress

3
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ITlaid or day work

3

fac tory work

3

floris t·'

1

welfare caseworker

1

occupation unknown

4

Previous Babysitting .Experience

Sitters were asked how long they had been doing babysitting.
The respo~ses ranged from. two weeks to 17 years.
was three years .

TheITledian

It is felt that the wording of the interview question

tapped a broader as-pec t of babysitting and is not indicative of the
length of time sitters have been giving private family day care on
a regular basis in all cases.

Charac teris tics of the Las t Arrangem.ent

Number

Twenty- three sitters were 'interviewedconcerning 27 babysitting arrangements, involving 25 mothers and 54 children.
sample of sitters was obtained from two sources:

The

the mothers inte-r-

viewed and the referrals from. the Day Care. Exchange Projec t.
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Duration of Arrangem.ent

The duration of arra.ngem.ents reported by sitters ranged
from. one day to 117 weeks.

The median duration was seven weeks.

The m.edian duration for thesample obtained indirec tly from the
welfare depar tment which :included 16 arrangements was eight
weeks, while the median duration for the Day Care .Exchange PrO'jec t sample of 11 arrangements was four weeks .

Children of These Arrangements

The number of children from. one family in the care of one
sitter ranged from one to six; most arrangem.ents were .for one or
two children from. a fam.ily.
Num.ber of
Children

Num.ber of
A r rangem.ents

1

10

Num.ber of children

2

11

per ar rangelTIent in

3

4

care of one sitter

4

1

5

o

6

1

Of the 54 children involved in these 27 arrangem.ents, 42 were
of pre ... school age.

Twelve were from. ages seven to sixteen.

The

care of the latter was -limited to before and/or after school and on
holidays.
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Sitters Job Description

The sitter gave child care five days per week.

The hours the

sitters gave care in :20 arrangements were regular and ranged from
five to eleven and one half hours per day; the average was nine hours
per day.

In seven cases the hours of the arrangements varied de-

pending upon the mother IS irregular working hours and/ or including
part of some days at a nursery school or kindergarten for the
children.
No standard rate for child care was found even though it was
commonly felt in the community that there was a going rate.

Fees

ranged from $1.00 per day to $4.00 per day for a day varying from
five to eleven and one half hours and for one to six children.

No

sitter charged an hourly rate,: although hourly pay figures out to
about 20 cents per hour.

One sitter stated that she charged accord-

ing to the,motherls circumstances.

Her fee was less for a mother

who was the sale suppor t of a fam.ily than for a family, in which both
the husband and wife worked.

Another sitter took only a token ,fee

from. a mother who was a personal friend. ,Som.e variation in fee
can be

an.tr'ibuted to the fac t that some mothers provided food for

the child in lieu of direc t money payment.
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Formation of the Arrangement

How mothers and sitters got together:

N

Referred to each other through a mutual
friend or ac quaintanc e

8

Were friends

8

Referred through the DCEP

6

Sitter was a former employee of m.other

1

Got together through casual conversations

3

Through mu tual cas ewor ker

1

= 27

By and large, s·itters and m.others got together through the
informal social system. of the neighborhood.

Six referrals cam.e

through the Day Care Exchange Projec t, which, as previously explained, attempted to facilitate use of this inform.al system.

Re+ations'hip

Sitters were asked whether they and them.others were friends,
acquaintances, or strangers when the arrangement began.
sample was about equally divided.

. N ==. 27

Friends

8

Acquaintances

8

Strangers

11

The
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A difference in the responses from. the two sources of the
sam.ple was noted.
DCEP
Friends and Acquaintances
Strangers

MCPW
13
3

N = 27
p

< . 05, Fisher Tes t (2 tailed)

As has been previously noted, the high nu.mberof arrangem.ents among -strangers in the group from. the Day Care Exchange
Projec t is related to the influence of the Projec t which operates.
precisely for the purpose of facilitating the m.aking of arrangements
amongs trangers.

Maintenance Behavior

Sitters were as ked wp.at it takes to keep a babysitting arrangement going.
judges

a~s

Their responses were rated independently by three

to whether the sitter saw herself or them.other as ,having

to do the accom.m.odatingin the relationship.
plete agreem.ent on 13 responses.

There was initial com.-

Therem.aining ten responses on·

which consensus was not initially reached were reviewed and agreement was reached on them.
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The Orientation of the.Sitters

Sitter sees mother as having
balance of power and takes responsibility for accom.m.odating
the mother .
N =4

Sitter sees herself as .having
balance of power and expec ts
rnother to accommodate to sitter IS expec tations. N = 19

Verbatim excerpts:
It is a cooperative effort between the mother and sitter.
A sitter needs equipment for
the children and to keep thern
occupied.

There can be no bos s if the arrangement works out • .sitter and
II10ther have to respec teach
other.

It takes patience and concentration on the sitter's part.
You have to bend and excuse
other people's c hildr en.

There are serious problems only
when the mothers don't cooperate.

It takes a lot of patience and
cooperation of the rnother.
You need an adequa te plac e for
the children to play.

You have to be able to treat the
kids like you do your own. You
have to ge t your money on tirne.
Pay me when you're supposed to.

You have to work out the money
problems. You have to be good
to the kids. The kids need to
like you.

You have to keep the children
happy and get enough pay.

Nineteen of the 23 sitters saw themselves as having the
balance of power.

They expec ted the mothers to accoII1m.odate to

their expec tations.

Reasons for·Sitting
Frequency of
.' Mention
Earning extra money

18

Loving children

15
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hom.e

6

Com.panionship for own children

5

Helping out the m.others

4

Doing a favor for thylm.other

4

R~m.ai!l;ing at

l

Keeping bus y
N

= 23

2

'I

)j Total

sitters

54

It appeared that the sitters in the sam.ple were basically child
andfam.ily oriented wom.en.

Earning "pin m.oney" was a part of the

m.otivation in giving child care but only two sitters who were involved in five of the arrangem.ents studied could be classified as
being "in the busines s" of giving day care.

One of these exceptions

even carried her babysitting business to the extent of sub-contrac ting
with an elderlylady who cam.e into the sitter 's hom.e to substitute
while the S1 tte r \ovor ked a par t- tiITle shift as a wai tr e s s •

Term.ination of the Arrangem.ent

Sitters were asked why the arrangement term.inated and whose
idea it was to term.inate.

The respons es to both gues tions were

classified as follows:
Reasons for Term.ination
Chang e s 1n sitter ' s
,situation

11

Who Initiated
Term.ination
sitter
m.other
m.utual agreem.ent

=8
=2
=1

Changes in mother IS
need

10

Sitter became dissatisfied with the arrangement
5
Mutual planned termination
N

mother

- 1

1

= 27

N = 27

Thus, reasons reported for termination were largely due to
circums tancerather than to dis satisfac tion.

The sample was al-

m.os t evenly divided as to whether the change in circums tancewas
on the part of thetnother or the sitter.

Sitters tnore frequently

perceived thetnselves as having initiated termination.

It can be

noted that in all ins tances where sitters became dissatisfied with
the arrangement, they also initiated tertnination.

Post-Arrangement Ac tivity of Sitters

Sixteen of the sitters discontinued their role as a day care
giver for the following reasons:
to stay at home

8

to take out-of-home employment
other than child care

4

to givefos tel' care

2

to give child care in child IS home

2

Sub-total

16
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Seven of the sitters continued to perform the role of
privatefaITlily day care giver.

An analysis of the post-arrangeITlent activity of sitters shows
that approximately one third of the 23 sitters continued performance
.of the family day care role, while an additional third turned to other
forms of eITlployment or child care.

The Independent Variables

Of the 35 scale items relating to sitters' satisfaction with the
last arrangement" 24 were selected on the basis of their ability to
discriminate between sitters who scored high and Iowan the items •
This is described in Chapter III.

The 24 bes t scaleiteITls on sitters'

satisfaction with the last arrangeITlent are shown in Table XXIII.

TABLE XXIII
SUMMATED-RATING SCALE OF SITTERS' SATISFACTION
WITH THE LAST ARRANGEMENT (Sitters' LAS)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
Score

14.

- The children weren't happy here.

2

25

3.22

19.

-

TheITlother didn't think much of
people who give child care .

3

24

3.11

. 1.

+

She took a real interes t in her child
(children).

5

22

3.07
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TABLE -X'XIII'(continued}
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
:Score

6.

-

The mother expected too much from
me.

4

23

3.03

3.

+

I like the way the mother treats
children.

4

23

·3.00

28.

-

The children were too much forme.

4

23

.2.96

32.

-

I got tired of the mother telling me
her problems

5

22

2.92

0

4.

-

I had trouble with her children (child)
because they were spoiled.

5

22

2.92

25.

+

The .mother and I kept on pretty
good terms.

4

23

2.88

16.

-

I fel t like the mother took advantage
of me.

6

21

2.88

31.

-

I don't think the mother was concerned enough about her children.

5

22

2.85

34.

-

I became less satisfied with the
children.

5

22

2.85

It was hard trying to discuss her
child (children) with her

7

20

2.85

I liked the way her children behaved.

4

23

2.81

The mother really cared how I felt
about things.

4

23

2.81

34A. -

0

15.

+
+

13.

+

The mother and I enjoyed getting
together.

5

22

2.81

21.

-

I became les s satisfied with the
mother.

6

21

2.81

22.

+

I would be willing to take her child
again.

4

23

2.77

23.

-

The .mother and I were too different
in the way we bring up children.

8

19

2.74

3.0.
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TABLE XXIII (continued)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
Score

17.

+

The children were neat and c1ean.

6

21

2.70

18.

-

I don't think the mother gave her
children enough attention.

9

18

2.55

I was really ready to give the children up.

7

20

2.48

I was sorry to see the children go.

11

16

2.14

2.
10.

+

24 items; N = 27 sitters
Coefficient of reliability (odd-even):
(correc ted for length of tes t)

r

= •95

Eleven items failed to discriminate between high and low
sa~isfac tion

with the las t arrangement because mas t of the sample

gave s-imilar responses to these items.

Although not useful for

building a discriminating scale, these items were most useful for
describing the sample of sitters in terms of attributes that characterized the whole group.

These items, which suggested some of

the main sources of satisfac tion for sitters, are given in Table- XXIV.
The frequency of agreement with each item is shown as is the mean
score for the item.
Sitters tended to be satisfied with the hours they gave child
care and with the payment they received.

Sitters were concerned

about the mothers' perception of them in their role as day care
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TABLE XXIV
SOURCES OF SATISFACTION FOR SITTERS
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

Mean
,Score

5.

-

I worried about whether the
rna ther thought I was doing
all right.

24

3

3.07

8.

+

The mother's friendship meant
alot tome.

21

6

2.77

24.

-

The mother didn't pay me
enough.

6

21

2.77

29.

+

I was satisfied with the hours
I took care of the child.

21

6

2,.66

26.

I was satisfied with the money.

22

5

2.62

9.

+
+

The mother took an interes t
in me pers onally.

19

8

2.51

11.

+

The ,mother and I had a lot in
common.

14

13

2.14

giver.

The personal relationship between mothers and sitters was

also valued by the sitters.
The 24 best discriminating items on the sitters role dependencescale are shown in Table .XXV.
, Seven items failed to discriminate between the high and low
dependent sitters; that is all sitters tended to respond in a similar
manner to these items . . These non-discriminatory items are listed
in Table· XXVI.

Like the non-discriminatory items in Table XXIV

these items are useful in describing the sample as a whole.
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TABLE XXV
SUMMATED-RATING SCALE OF SITTERS' ROLE
DEPENDENCE (Sitters' RD)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
Score

6 i.

-

I don'tlike to keep the same children too ,long.

2

21

2.86

95.

+

Babys itting ,money provides some
"extras" for my family.

3

20

2.82

85.

+

Babysitting gives me my own
ing,money.

5

18

2.56

64.

+

Once I take a child, I'll keep him as
long as 1'm asked to.

8

15

2.34

44.

+

I have never as ked for a child's removal.

9

14

2.21

77.

+

There is a big demand for babysitters
in my neighborhood.

11

12

2.13

98.

-

I do babysitting even though I don't
especially need the money .

12

11

2.08

88.

+

I try to keep a t leas t a few children
all the tim e .

1i

12

2.04

36.

+

I can get along with any child.

11

12

2.00

81.

+

I would like to take care of more
children than I have.

11

12

1.86

83.

-

I can afford to be choosy about whom
lsi t for, because sitters are hard to
find.

13

10

1.82

43.

-

I try to have children who will stay
a long time.

15

8

1.78

94.

-

I would refus e to babysit for some
people.

17

6

1.43

42.

-

I am not particular about the race
of children I care for.

19

4

1. 21

spend~
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TABLE XXV (c ontinued)
Frequency
Low High

Item

Mean
Score

100.

+

I usually have a waiting lis t of
mothers who want me to keep their
children.

19

4

1. 21

37.

+

There are a lot of women in my
neighborhood who take care of children.

18

5

1. 17

79.

+

I could not take care of children of
another race in this neighborhood.

19

4

1. 13

84.

+

I do babysitting because I don't have
any other choice.

20

3

1.08

75.

+

If I didn't do babysitting, I don't
know what I'd do to make money.

20

3

1.04

35.

+

If I want to do babysi ttiug, I have
to take what I can get.

21

2

.83

24 items; N

= 23

sitters

Coefficient of reliability (odd-even):
(correc ted for length of tes t)

r

= .69

TABLE XXVI
SOURCES OF ROLE DEPENDENCE FOR SITTERS
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

45.

+

I am not particular about the
sex of children I care for.

66.

-

I would not want to care for
a handicapped child.

49.

+

I am not particular about the
ages of children I care for.

Mean
Score

22

1

3.04

5

18

2.73

15

8

2.39

III

TABLE XXVI (continued)
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

76.

-. I would not keep a child who

Mean
Score

20

3

1. 13

doesn't get along here.

38.

-

I won't keep caring for a child
if the mother isn't reliable
about paying.

20

3

1.08

57.

-

I won't care for a child if I
don't get along with the mother.

20

3

1.04

65.

-

Working mothers have a hard
time getting good sitters.

21

2

.69

Sitters were not particular about the sex or age of the children they cared for.

They also tended to disagree that they would

not care for a handicapped child.
It was important to the sitters that the child get along in the
day care arrangement and that the mother and the sitter get along.
It was also important that the mother was reliable about paying.
Sitters also felt that working mothers had a hard time getting good
sitters.
The 19 best discriminating items on the sitter's role satisfat tion· scale are shown in Table .XXVII.
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TABLE XXVII (continued)
Frequency
High Low

Item

Mean
Score

55.

+

I am. appreciated 1l10re at hOIne
because I give child care.

11

12

2.04

68.

-

Mothers sOInetimes aren't very
reliable about paying m.e.

11

12

1.86

41.

+

I like comparing my children with
other people's children.

9

14

1.82

51.

+

My day care children appreciate m.e
m.ore thanm.y own children do.

5

18

1.60

63.

+ It's easier to take care of other

7

16

1.60

people's children than it is your
own.

1 9 items; N

= 23

.Coefficient of reliability (odd-even):
(correc ted for length of tes t)

r

= .72

Eight of the original role satisfac tionitelTIs were nondiscriminatory.

These items are listed in Table XXVIII.

Sitters felt a mother should not work unless it was absolutely
necessary.

Giving day care is the sitter's preferred choice.

Her

husband and/or family prefers this role for her also.
Sitters felt others knew they did babysitting.

Theybelieved

the neighbors approved and that no one was critical of them for
doing babys i tUng.
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TABLE XXVIII
SOURCES OF ROLE SATISFACTION FOR SITTERS
Frequency
Agree Disagree

Item

69.

- I don't like to admit to people

Mean
Score

2

21

3. 17

1

22

3.13

18

5

2.73

4

19

2.69

17

6

2.56

8

15

.2.3.9

5

18

1.21

21

2

.69

that I do babysitting.

9'1.

- My husband (or family) would
prefer that I went out to work
ins tead of babys i tting.

58.

+

I would rather do babysitting
than go out to work.

60.- I feel criticized for doing
babysitting.

72. + My neighbors approve of my
doing babys itting.

71.

- I'd rather have some other
job than babysitting.

93.

+

I'm all in favor of mothers'
working.

54.

-

Mothers shouldn't work unless
they absolutely have to.

Findings

The study did not find support for the hypothesis that continuity of the family day carearrangernent is dependent in par t on the
sitter's satisfac tion with her role as a sitter , on her perceived dependence on performance of her sitting role, and on her satisfactionwith the particular relationships and circum.stances of the last
arrangement.
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As reported in.Chapter III, the relationship between each of
the scales and the number of weeks' duration of the arrangement
was tes ted by Spearm.an Rank Order Correlation.

These correla-

tions were not statistically significantly different from. zero at the
five percent level and did not result in rejec tion of the null hypothesis.
Since the measures were reliable, the lack of association cannot be attributed to low reliability, and it was necessary to conclude
that the value of the arrangements to the sitters alone, by itself and
as measured, did not account for the variation in duration of arrangements for the sitters in the sample.
For the sitters, however, a scalar relationship was found
between whether they reported getting what they were .looking for
in an arrangement and satisfaction with the particular arrangement
(LAS):
Get

N

Not Get

High LAS

11

o

Low LAS

7

5

*

= 23

With azero cell, the dis tributionshows a scalar pattern,
rather than a pattern of association or chance expec tancy.

It can

):~Responses to Item. 14 in the interview schedule served to dichotomize sitters in terms of "getting" and "not getting." A respondent was classified as flnot get" if her last arrangem.entlacked
one or more of the charac teristics which she had indicated as being
,important to 'her, or if she only got "partially" what she was look'ing for, in two or more such charac teris tics.
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be seen that all of those sitters who said during the interview that
they did not find what they were .looking for' in an arrangement
scored low onsatisfac tion (LAS), while all of those with high satisfac tion didrepor t getting what they were looking for.

However,

"getting" was not necessarily accompanied by high satisfaction.
These results are not surprising.

Indeed, theylendconfi-

dence in the validity of the data, since having one's expec tations
met was conceived as fundamental to satisfac tion.

An additional finding, however, was that, as with the mothers
(see Chapter IV), the sitters r role dependence scores showed an
inverse scalar pattern in relation to getting what they were-looking
for in an arrangement:
Get

Not Get

HighRD

7

5

Low RD

11

a

N = 23

All sitters who reported not getting what they were looking for in an
arrangement scored high on role dependence; that is, they tended to
see themselves as having little choice about working and as having
to take what they could get in an arrangement.

On the other hand,

a s ens e of freedom of c hoic e (low dependenc e) char ac ter iz ed only
those sitters who reported getting what they were looking for.
This latter scalar pattern was not anticipated and is especially
interes tinge

The role dependence scale was designed to measure
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the value of the arrangement arising from the degree to which it
was seen as the only available alternative.

It was a low degree of

role dependence only, however, that invariably was associated with
a prime condition of satisfaction, that of getting what the sitter was
looking for in an arrangement.
The relationship between these variables is further clarified
by Guttman scale analysis of the sitters I dichotomized responses to
the three variables:

A.

Getting vs. not getting what the sitter was looking for in
an arrangeI11ent;

B.

High vs.low satisfac tion with the par ticular arrangement

(LAS), and
G.

Role freedom vs. role dependence (reversing the signs
for the role dependence scale scores to conform to the
way in which freedom of choice operated).

The scale had a Coefficient of Reproducibility of .96 and met
minimum standards for scalograI11s except for the few nUI11ber of
items involved.

This scale gave us four types of sitters, in which

all but three of the 23 sitters were perfec t scale types, exceeding
the expec ted frequency of scale types for the saI11ple of responses
by p = .02
Thus, the scale presents an ordered picture of typical responses of the sample of sitters.

The scale also presents a newly
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TABLE XXIX
SITTERS' SATISFACTION AND ROLE FREEDOM:
A GUTTMAN SCALE

Types

4

f
Scale
Types

f
NonScale
Types

No.
Errors

3

3

RF

B
LAS

A
Get

+

+

+
+

8

+

4

C

+

3

2

3

-1

5
Total

+

11
12

11
12

Reproducibility = .96
Minimu:m Marginal Rep.

+

20

3

=23

3

18
5

= .58

Observed frequency of Scale Types
Expected frequency of Scale Types

= 20; z
= 14.8

cons true ted independent variable which

= 2.048; p

order~

conditions of satisfaction among the sitters.

= .02

the components and

The scalogram re-

veals that a sitter who perceived herself as having a high degree of
freedom of choice (role freedom), also was satisfied with her arrangement (LAS), and reported getting what she was looking for in
an arrangement.

A sitter who failed to get what she was looking

for, scored low also on LAS and role freedom.
It is perhaps a significant finding that this Guttman scale for
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the s·itter IS paralleled the Gutnnanscale ·for the mothers, whichis
des'cribed in.the preceding .chapter.

Both scalograms linked high

,satisfaction and getting what the respondents were looking for with
role freedom, . and revealed a parallel ordering of the independent
variables for diffe·rent sets of respondents; that is for both the
users and givers of day care.
This newly cons truc ted independent variable ·for the sitters
was found to have only a chance association, with the dependent
variable--duration of the arrangement.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The findings of this projec t are concerned with the sources
of cos ts and rewards in social exchange as applied to the family day
care system.

Most of these findings have been analyzed in the pre-

ceding chapters., In this chapter an attempt will be made to inter pret these findings in the light of ideas that were suggested in the
process of gathering and analyzing the data.
Inlooking,back over the study, it appears that the original
hypothesis~c was

based on a questionable assumption, at least for

the sample s tudiea, and may have been charac terized by traditional
middle-class thinking and value,s.

The hypothesis assumed that a

high degree of dependence (on a child care arrangement) would lead
to continuity; in other words, that a mother who is highly dependent
on suchan arrangement would "work" at keeping ,the arrangement .
going.
The formulation of this hypothesis was based on the planned
selec tian of two dis tine t samples --one from the Day Care Exchange
Prajec t and the other from the Public Welfare Commissian--which,
it was assumed, would cut across socio-economic class lines.

In

):c The original hypothesis stated that discontinuity is a function of the independent variables of satisfaction and dependence.
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ac tual fac t, however, the high sample los s from the Day Care Exchange Project left a skewed sample popu1ation--one that drew
essentially from the sub-culture of the poverty level.

Twenty-one

of the mothers in thes tudy had family incomes under $5,000 annually; 14 of these incQITles were under $3,000.

In the sitter sample, 15

of the 23 incomes were from. the under-$5, 000 bracket; 7 had family
incomes under $3,000.

One possible conclusion might be, there-

fore, that the mothers and sitters studied drew their attitudes and
behavior from the culture of poverty which has been described as
"pragmatic, materialis tic [and] present-oriented" (Meyers and
Roberts as quoted by. Chilman, J966).

The following quotation

describes the situation of many of the respondents extremely well:
When getting and holding a job and buying food are paramount necessities of the moment, many middle-class
values, such as consideration of the subtleties of human
relations.hips, are necessarily pushed to the background.
(Ch~l~an, 1966, p. 6)
Since 14 of thernothersand 12 of the sitters were classified as
"high-dependent"- -1. e., under cons iderable pres sure to work- -as
well as from the

lower~income brackets,

it might be assume"d that

they: \tvould indeed formulate "pragmatic and present-oriented" child
care arrangements.

Analysis showed that mothers and sitters who

were mos t affec ted by the need to work were leas t satisfied with
their arrangements.

Perhaps this lac k of sa tisfac tion is direc tly
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related to the cos ts and rewards within the relationships.

If these

respondents could not afford the "subtleties of human relationships"
as is implied by their dependency and their low socio-econom.ic
status, response items geared to tapping these valuations would
receive unexpec ted results.

Fur thermore, a "pragmatic and

present-oriented" attitude would doom many of these relationships
to 'failure, for, rather than "working at" the relationship--as had
been assumed in the hypothesis--the participants would economize
on the "human relationship" item as acost they could not afford.
Even those respondents who felt they could not afford the costs of
meeting their emotional needs were nevertheless unable to ignore
them.

Thus when the rewards did not balance the cos ts, the rela-

tionship terminated despite an expressed pragmatic need to sustain
it.
On the other hand, it should be pointed out that the measure
of dependence differentiated both a high dependent and a low dependent group within the sample.

Thus, a predominantly poverty level

sample of mothers and sitters was not universally "high dependent. "
Fur the rmor e, it is not known whe ther the dependenc e variable would
operate in the same way or differently in other groups.
Pressure on the rn.others is indicated not only by their scale
scores and schedule responses but also by their casual remarks to
the interviewers .

Among the mothers classified as "high-dependent"
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m.any com.m.ented that they were not particularly interested in their
work or their training courses but felt that they could not give them.
up because of the criticism. they would receive from the welfare
agency, from. the community or from them.selves.

At the same time

they expressed concern about the effec ts of their working on their
children and :mentioned difficulties of obtaining adequate child care
arrangements.

Some evidence of perceived dependence on the wel-

fare department's authority was suggested by the mothers' frequent
state,ments that the amounts they were paying for child care were
fixed by the welfare department when, in fac t, this policy is quite
flexible and leaves thernother considerable freedom. to negotia te.
The power of the welfare department nevertheless is perceived as
so great that a mere suggestion frolTI. one of its representatives-("The going rate in the community is X number of dollars "}--is
taken as an absolute and final measure.
Feelings of exploitation and powerlessness are reported to be
indigenous to the poverty population (Seem.an, 1957; Levinson, 1964;
Ferm.an, 1965) and may account for the mothers' apparent inability
to resist pressure, not only from. the com.munity and the welfare
agency, but from the sitters as well.

As described in,Chapter IV,

19 of the mothers saw themselves as having little power in their relationships with the sitters and as needing to accom.rnodate themselves
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to the sitters' wishes.

>:~

This passive kind of adaptation seems to

be the only kind of maintenance behavior with which the mothers
are familiar.

Their selec tion procedures als,o .may be interpreted

as bearing the stamp of the culture of poverty; i. e., selection of a
sitter by the

rlhigh~dependent"mothers

sugges ted an impulsive,

shor t-sighted orientation with an emphasis on convenience and the
kind of li.mited security provided by selec tinga friend or acquaintanc e.

It m ight be ar gued tha t a middle clas spar ent, on the

0

ther

hand, would tend to emphasize good child-rearingprac tices and
potential s tab:ility of an arrangemen't.
These conjectures about the sample indicate the need for
f!J.rther study; however, if there is validity to the findings and the
discussion, some implications for practice and further research
rna y bepr edica ted on this study.

Im.plications for Prac tice

(1) Although this study was confined to family day care ar-

rangements, the mothers were asked their preferences in ,regard
to various types of child care.

Several scale items tapped valua-

tions regarding alternate child care arrangements.

Despite the

emphasis in recent publicity releases and in the professional

>:~

As pointed out, these were the

"high~dependent"mothers.
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literature regarding day care centers, the lTIothers in this study did
not show a marked preference for this type of care.

Table XXX

shows the mothers' preferences for family day care in relation to
three other types of day care; Le., sitter in the home, relative or
family member as child-caring person, or day care center.

TABLE XXX
MOTHERrSDAY CARE PREFERENCES: A GUTTMAN SCALE

Type

High

C

Item #54
Prefer fdc
to rela tive
or member
of own
family
B

+

+

+

4

2

+

+

8

2

+

3

IteITl #75
Prefer
fdc to
sitter in
home

4
3

2
Low

Item #49
Prefer
fdc to
center
care

f
NonScale
Types

A

1

1

7

Total

+

f
Scale
Types

7

20

16
11

22

+

5

=27

15
12

Reproducibility = .94
Minimum Rep .. = .63
Observed frequency of scale types: 22
Expected frequency of scale types: 17; z = 1.78; P = .04
Description of scale types:
Type 4 prefers family day care to other alternatives.
Type 3 prefers sitter at home to family day care, but prefers family day care to relatives
and center care.
Type 2 prefers both sitter at home and relatives to family day care, but prefers family
day care to day care center.
'
Type 1 prefers day care center and all other alternatives to family day care.
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If these findings regarding the stated day care preferences
.amongfamily day care users validly represent im.portant attitudes
of these mothers , then social work intervention also should be
directed at assisting mothers to find more

in-the~home baby

sitters,

or at improving· the quality of interac tionin family day care arrangements such as is attempted by the Day Care .ExchangeProjec t.

Both

of these areas need further exploration and expansion.
(2)

The study s ugges ts tha t the forma tionof family day car e

arrangementsrnay lie largely. in the hands of the mothers, or use·rs
of family day care.

These mothers also see themselves as respon-

sible for maintaining their day care relationships.

Perhaps another

func Han of social work intervention includes responsibility for
assisti.ng the mothers with sonle guidance in the selection and
maintenance of such arrangelnents.

Such guidance should include

attempts to increase the mothers rand sitters f understanding of the
sources of reciprocal satisfaction that contribute to the stahility of
day care arrangements.
Es tablishment of an "emergency" day care service, under
social work auspices, also might temper the high rate of discontinuity arising out of poorly cons idered arrangements formed under'
conditions of pres sure.

~:<

Such a service would provide a "breathing

~:< We are indebted to Gordon Hearn, Ph. D., Dean of the
Portland, State School of Social Work, for this idea.
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spell" for the "high-dependent" mothers while involving them in
sound casework planning for long-range day care.
(3)

The low-income mother is severely res tric ted in "shop-

ping" for an adequate day care arrangement because of the limited
amount she is able to pay and because of the lack of adequate
facilities within her shopping range.

So long as the com.munity

tolerate-s siituations such as that of the young.mother who, after
undergoing a welfare department training program. for secretary
and obtaining a full-time job, s till needed a supplemental welfare
check tO,meether family's minimum requirements, the prospect
for breaking through this constricting range is dim.
Similarly, it has been shown that sitters who are willing to
work for the wages these mothers can pay often do not meet the
.mothers· 1 expressed preferences.

Thus, indications point to social

ac tion, in relation to higher wage scales for both mothers and sitters.
It is possible that at least partial subsidies to the sitters are necessary to achieve a workable ratio .between mother-sitter wages .
.Some recognition has been given to the need for such a program by
. the so-called Daycare bill signed by President Johnson in 1962.
This bill has stringent limitations, however, which markedly curb
its effectiveness.

Fir-st, it covers only day care facilities for chil-

dren under six years of age, excluding the older child and the handicapped child (regardless of age) who need day care facilities .
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Secondly, the appropriation.a:mounts to $2.50 per year per child
for the approxi:mately 4,000,000 children under six of working
mothers! Such a liTIlited program can hardly be seen as an adequateincentive for cOTIl:munities wishing to establish day care
facilities.

Social workers need to TIlake their elected represen-

tativesaware of the real needs for day care within :their co:m:munities and take the initiative in putting what funds are available to
the best possible use.

Implications for Further Research

(1)

Becaus e of the high saTIlple los s from the Day Care Ex-

change Project's saTIlple ofrnothers, the :major portion of the.TIlother
sample was derived froTIl the welfare depar trnent and TIlay represent
a sub-cultural pattern.

As has been stated, the original hypothesis

did not take into account the full range of values that TIlight be indigenous to such a group.

The research ins trUTIlents .may therefore have

lacked scope to tap the entire range of satisfaction in this saTIlple.
Perhaps further research could develop instruments TIlore sensitive
to the sub-cuI tural patterns and measure the dis tinc tions be tween'
samples more effec tively.
(2)

The research ins truments which served well for the

mothers did not serve equally well for the sitters.

Sitters indi-

cated their dissatisfaction with the high rate of discontinuity of day
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care arrangements but the research ins trllments did not probe the
sitters' sources of satisfaction so effectively as the mothers.' There
is some indication that the sitters did perceive termination (when
initiatived by the mothers) as a form of personal rejec Han (Collins,
1966) but this point could bear further research.
(3) Data indicate considerable confusion about reasons for
andprocedures of termination.

Except for the respondents involv-

ed in arrangements which had a pre-deterrnined terITlination date
(e. g., the end of a training program.) , none seemed clear about the
manner in which term.ination should be arranged.

Indeed, ins pec-

tion of the .matchedpairs of mothers and sitters indicates that there
is not even total agreeITlent on who initiated termination!

No formal

"notice" was given and most of the terminations occurred abruptly,
frequently leaving the mother in need of making another (possibly
has ty) arrangement.
(4)

The attempt to measure perceived ·satisfac tionand depen-

denceholds some promise as an approach, and findings of the
present study suggest that it m.aybe possible to predict continuity
of family day care arrangements from measures of the perceived
value of the arrangement.
(5) Comparison of the high dependent and low dependent working .rnotherswith emphasis on their modes of adaptations, their
social class, subcultural backgrounds and the pressures of their
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life circums tances, might well form a basis for clearer unders tanding of the values and needs of these mothers which in turn
affec t their child care arrangern.el).ts .
(6)

Analysis of the interaction between mothers and sitters

in the 20 matched pairs studied, provides some provocative sug.gestions for further research.
(a) As' shown in previous cha.pters, the LAS (satisfaction with the last arrangement) scores for the mothers or
sitters alone were not significantly related to duration.

How-

ever, when the LAS scores for each pair of mothers and
sitters were su;rnmed, the total or joint satisfaction score
for each pair correlated with duration of the arrangem.ent
(Rho = .49; P

< .05). As a check on this finding the relation-

ship between LAS and duration was examined separately for
the 20 mothers and 20 sitters.

For these mothers duration

was found to be associated with LAS (Rho = .55; p < .01)

>:<

but no such association was found for the sitters (Rho = .18).
It would thus appear tha t for this sam.ple the rela tionship between joint LAS and durationm.aybe largely attributed to the
mothers r satisfac tion with the arrangement.

):~ This correIa tion was higher than the correIa tion for the total
sample of mothers, as reported in Chapter III. The sample loss of
mothers for whqm paired data was unavailable contained six cases
that ran extremely counter to hypothesis.
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(b) Guttman scale analysis for the 20 paired arrangem.ents supports this finding regarding the relative importance
of them.others' satisfac tionfor the continuity of the arrangeThe Guttman scale of paired da ta (Table XXXI) paral-

m.ent.

leIs the scalograrns for the sample of the mothers and of the
sitters.

Mutual role freedom. (RF), mutual satisfac tion with

the las t arrangement (LAS) and getting what they were looking
for scaled in the same manner for the matched pairs.

TABLE XXXI
MOTHERS' AND SITTERS' PAIRED SATISFACTION AND ROLE
FREEDOM: A GUTTMAN SCALE

Types

5

LAS

B
Mother
Get

A
Sitter
Get

f
Scale
Types

+

+

+

4

+

+

+
+
+

.3

D
Mutual
RF

C
Mutual

+

4

+

3
2
1

Total

+

5

15

8
12

Reproduc ibility = . 96
Minimum Marginal Rep.

13
7

f
NonNo.
Scale Errors
Types

1

1

·3

1

1

2

1

1

3= 20

3

5

17

+

17
3

= .71

Observed Frequency of Scale Types = 17
Expec ted Frequency of Scale Types = 12.5; z

= 1.826;

p

= .02
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Fur thermore, the types of arrangements described in this
scalogram of paired data correlates with the duration of the arrangement in the same direc tion :and manner as was found for the mothers
(See Table ·XXXII. )

sample.

TABLE XXXII
DURATION OF ARRANGEMENT BY SCALE TYPE ON THE
SCALOGRAM OF MOTHERS' AND SITTERS' PAIRED
SATISFACTION AND ROLE FREEDOM
Types
Duration
Long

*

Medium
Short

>:c*

~c**

5

4

3

.2

1

3

0

2

0

0

5

.1

3

1

2

1

8

'0

1

2

2

2

7

20

Rho = .51; p < .05 (correc ted for ties)
12 weeks or more
5 - 10 weeks
>:<** 4 weeks or less
>:<

**

Conclusion

This research projec t was a pilot study in social exchange in
family day care arrangements.

Its findings suggested that satisfac-

Hon with an arrangement mus t be present for the arrangement to
endure.

One of the conditions of satisfac tion appears to be having

one's expec ta tions me t regarding the arrangement.

Several avenues
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of research possibilities reITlainunexplored.

The project, there-

fore, provides opportunities for elaboration frOITl a nUITlber of perspectives and a variety of interest fields.

This project only touched

on a study of interaction of m.atched pairs ofrnothers and sitters,
for example, and this area could be elaborated fur ther.

Prefer-

ences for various types of day care and their .im.plications for social
work interventionals 0 bear further study .

Because the nUnlberof

working mothers and the need for day care facilities appears tobe
on a s teadyincrease, research which would contribute to an improved unders tanding of the attitudes , behavior and needs of this
population could ITlake a m.ajor contribution to a rnore satisfac tory
and productive way of life for the families involved and the communities in which they live .
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR MOTHERS
SECTION A: IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
ARRANGEMENT
1. Your name' was given us by (The Welfare Department) (The Day
Care Exchange Project) as someone who had had a day care
arrangement with Mrs.
, which you
recently terminated. Is that correct? Was she taking care of
a child for you? Yes No
2. How many children of yours was she taking care of?
3. Howald were they and what grade were they in, if they were?

Name

Grade

pates of Arrangement (Item 4)
l3eganEnded No. of Weeks

4. Can you tell me how long this day care, or babysitting, arrangement lasted- -when it began and when it ended? (If two or more
children were involved, get dates for each. If one child started
with DCG before another, count the arrangemen.t as beginning
with the first child. )

Probe: Do you remember the dates: We need to know how many
weeks or months Mrs. X took care of your child (children)
in this last arrangement. I have a calendar here which
might help- -it' s hard remembering dates.
5. In this arrangement, how many days in the week did she (Mrs. X)
take care of
?

6. And for how long? How many hours a day?
7. What did you pay for day care?
How did you arrive at the price:
(a) Mother's price
(b) Sitter's price
(c) Compromise
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SECTION B: BEFORE THE ARRANGEMENT BEGAN
8. Now, think back to before this day care arrangement began..
How did you happen to find Mr s. X?
Probe: When did you meet her for the first time?
you know she did child care?

9.

How did

Before the arrangement began, how long had you known_ each
other:?

10.

By the time the arrangement began, would you say you two
were more friends, acquaintances, or strangers?

11.

We'J:eyouneighbors?

12.

How far 'away did you two live?
many miles.
Number of blocks

13.

Yes No Uncertain
How many blocks or how

-------; Number of miles-----

Why did you choose to take your child out to someone's home
rather than make some other kind of child care arrangement?
Code: (a) The preferred alternative
(b) fiNo choice" (no alternative seen)

---:----------------

Why?

14. When you were thinking about finding a babysitter, what did
you look for in a sitter:?

Probe:

(a) Can you remember what was most important to you?
(b) What was next most important to you?
(c) Was there anything else of particular importance
to you?
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SECTION C: IN THE BEGINNING
15.

You hardly ever find exactly what you are looking for.
You have said you wanted:

(a)

Did you have that in the arrangement with Mrs.
?

(b)

Did you have that in the arrangem.ent with Mrs.
?

(c)

Did you have that in the arrangement with Mrs.
?

---------Yes No Partially

---------Ye.s No Partially

--------Yes No Partially

l6~

At the time Mrs. X started taking care of your children
(child) were you working?
Probe: Already working? Or planning to work? Out looking
for work? In a training program? Other?

17.

In the beginning of this day care arrangement, just after Mrs.
X started taking care of your children (child) were you satisfied with the arrangement you had made?

18.

Was there anything you liked about it, back in the beginning?

19.

Was there anything you didn't like about it, back in the
beginning?

20.

What about the babysitter--Mrs. X? Do you think she was
satisfied or dissatisfied with the arrangement?

21.

a) What do you think she liked about it?
b:) What do you think she didn't like about it?

22.

In the beginning, for how long did you expect to have Mrs. X
taking care of your children?
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SECTION D:

DID ANYTHING CHANGE?

Now we would like to know if anything changed in the way you felt
about your arrangement with Mrs. X.

23.

In general, all things considered, would you say you became
better satisfied or less satisfied with the arrangement?

24.

Did you become dissatisfied in any way?
in what ways?

25.

In what ways, if any, were you happier or more satisfied with
the arrangement?

26.

As time went on, did the children get along better or worse,
or the same?

27.

As time went on, did the whole arrangement seem more
convenient or less convenient or; the same?

28.

As time went on, did you like Mrs. X better: or worse or the
same?

29.

As time went on, did you like working, or whatever you were
doing, better or worse or the same?

30.

We would like to know how you keep a babysitting arrangement
from falling apart. What does it take to keep a babysitting
arrangement going? (Emphasis on maintenance behavior and
attitude).

31.

One of the big worries of working mothers is what to do when
your children get sick. Did your child ever get sick during
the time we have been talking about? Yes
No
If yes,

If no,

Yes No

If so,

31 (a) What did you do for child care?
Stayed home?
Had somebody come in? Who?
Took child to sitter as usual?
What else?
31 (b) What would you have done for child care?
Stayed home?
Took child to sitter as usual?
Had somebody come in? Who?
What else?
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SECTION E:

TERMINATION OF ARRANGEMENT

32.

Now we would like to know what happened to this arrangement.
Why was it ended or terminated? Why did you stop taking your
children to Mrs. X for day care?

.33.

Whose idea was it to terminate the arrangement?
Probe:

Yours?

Sitters?

Employer?

Husbands?

Sitter· s husband?

Child· s ?

34.

Did you change because you were dissatisfied in any way or
was it for some other reason?

35.

Would you have Mrs. X take care of your children (child) again?
Yes

No

It depends on

---------
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SECTION F: CHANGE TO WHAT?
36.

What did you change to?
arrangement?

37.

Are you working now?

SECTION G:

What is your present child care

Or what?

PRESENTATION OF CARDS

Now I would like to get your reaction to a number of statements I am going to show you on cards; and I want you to say
whether you agree or disagree.

All these statements are about

this last babysitting arrangement you had with Mrs. X and what
you thought of it.

I'll read the card, give it to you and you put it

in one of these four places depending on whether you strongly agree,
agree, disagree or strongly disagree (Present LAS items).
(Before presenting the Mother's Role Satisfaction cards and
the Mother's Role Dependence cards advise respondent of change
in focus. )
Do you have any

C

ornments you would like to make?
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SECTION H:
Mrs.

BACKGROUND DATA

----------,

you have been very good at

answering some difficult questions.

I just have one or two more

factual questions to ask you for background information.
38.

Do you have any other children, and if so, what are their
names, ages and grade',

GRADE

AGE

NAME

39.

Was the babysitting arrangement we have been talking about
the first one for (Johnny and Mary)? How many previous
sitters had you made arrangements with before for hiITl
(her, them)?

40.

All together, for any and all children, how many child care
arrangements do you think you have made?

41.

How long have you worked?

How many years or months?

Continuously?

42.

What is your job?

43.

Are you trained for any particular jobs?

44.

What was the last year you completed in school?

45.

Who else lives in your household?
NAME

Yes

RE LA TIONSHIP

No What jobs?

OCCUPATION
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46.

We would like to know how much your salary or wages contributes to your total family income. Look at this c:ard and tell
me what your income was (show card).

47.

How much did you make last m.onth?

48.

How much did the whole family make last month?

49.

How much did you think you made in 1965?

50.

How much did the whole family make in 1965?

(gross)
(gross)

(gross)
(gross)

INCOME SCHEDULE

Annual Income

Monthly Incom.e

Weekly Income

1

less than $1, 000

1es s than $83

less than $19

2

$1, 000 to $1, 999

$83 to $166

$19 to $37

3

$2, 000 to $2, 999

$167 to $249

$38 to $57

4

$3, 000 to $3,999

$250 to $332

$58 to $76

5

$4, 000 to $4, 999.

$333 to $416

$77 to $95

6

$5, 000 to $5, 999

$417 to $499

$96 to $114

7

$6, 000 to $7, 999

$500 to $666

$115 to $153

8

$8, 000 to $9, 999

$667 to $832

$154 to $191

9

$10, 000 to $14, 999

$833 to $1, 249

$192 to $288

a

$15, 000 or over

$1, 250 or over

$289 or over

Code
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APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR SITTERS
SECTION A: IDENTIFYI.NG CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
ARRANGEMENT
1.

Your name was given to us by

as
---------mother's name

someone

who had recently given day care for her child/ children. We
understand the babysitting arrangement was recently terminated. Is that correct? Yes No
2.

How many children of hers were you taking care of?

3.

Which child/ children of hers did you care for?

Name -

4.

Dates of Arrangement
Began
Ended No. of weeks

Can you tell me how long this day care or babysitting arrange-·
ment lasted? When did it begin and when did it end? (If two or
more children were involved, get dates for each. If one child
started with sitter before another, count the arrangement as
beginning with the first child. )

Probe: We need to know how many weeks or months you took
care of Mrs. X's child/ children. Offer calendar.
5.

In this arrangement, how many days in the week did you take
care of
?
child's nam.e

6.

And for how long?

7.

How did you arrive at the price she paid you?

How many hours a day?

(a) Mother's Price

(b) Sitter's Price

What did she pay you for day care?

(c) Compromise
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SECTION B: BEFORE THE ARRANGEMENT BEGAN
8.

Now, think back to before this day care arrangement began.
How did
happen to find you or know
rnothe r r S name
that you did babysitting?

9.

Before the arrangeITlent began, how long had you two known
each other?

10.

Before the arrangement began, would you say you· two were:
friends, acquaintances or strangers?

11.

Were you neighbors:

12.

How far away did you two live?
many miles?

13.

When you thoug4t about babysitting, what did you look for in
the mothers and children, in deciding whether to sit for them
or not?

Yes

No

Uncertain
How many blocks or how

Probes:
(a) Can you remember what was ITlost important to you?
(b) What was next mas t iInportan;t. to you?
(c) Was there anything else of particular importance to you?
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SECTION C: IN THE BEGINNING
14.

You hardly ever find exactly what you are looking for.
You have said you wanted:
(a)

-----------Yes No Partially

(b)
Yes No Partially

---....----------

(c)
Yes No Partially

------------

15.

Did you have that in the arrangernent with
?
mother's name
Did you have that in the arrangement with
?
mother's name
Did you have that in the arrangement with
?
mother's name

At the time you started taking care of
,
mother's name
child/ children, were you taking care of other children or what
were you doing?

------------

Probe: Had you ever cared for children before for pay?
16.

In the beginning of this day care arrangement, just after you
started taking care o f ' s children, were
mother's name
you satisfied with the whole arrangement?
(If satisfied, ask 1 7 a, if dissatisfied, ask 1 7 b)

17.

a) Was there anything you liked about it back in the beginning?
h) What didn't you like about it back in the beginning?

18.

What about the mother, Mrs.
? Do you think
she was satisfied or dissatisfied with the arrangement?

19.

Cl:) What do you think she liked about it?
b) What do you think she didn't like about it?

20.

In the beginning, how long did you expect to care for Mrs.
child/ children?

--------
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SECTION D: DID ANYTHING CHANGE?
21.

Now we would like to know if anything changed in the way you
felt about your arrangement with Mrs.
?
mother's narne

22.

In general, all things considered, would you say you became
be'tter satisfied or less satisfied with the arrangement?

23.

Did you become dissatisfied in any way?
in what ways?

24.

In what ways, if any, were you happier or more satisfied
with the arrangement?

25.

As time went on, did the children get along better or worse,
or the same?

26.

As time went on, did the whole arrangement seem more
convenient or les s cO!1veni.ent or the same?

Yes No

If so,

27.

As time went on, did you like Mrs. X (mother) better or worse
or the same?

28.

As time went on, did you like babysitting 'for' Mrs. X children
better or worse or the same?

29.

And what does it take to keep a babysitting arrangement going?
(Emphasis on maintenance behavior and attitude)
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SECTION E:

TERMINATION OF ARRANGEMENT

30.

Now we would like to know what happened to this arrangement.
Why was it ended or terminated? Why did you s top taking care
of Mrs. X's children?

31.

Whose idea was it to terminate the arrangement?
Probe: Mother's
Sitter's
Sitter's husband

32.

Was the arrangem.ent ended because you were dissatisfied in
any way or was it for some other reason?

33.

Would you take care of Mrs. X's children (child) again?
Yes
No It depends on

---------_.

SECTION F: CHANGE TO WHAT?
34.

When you quit taking care of Mrs. X's children, what did you
do them?
Take in other children?
Quit giving day care?

35.

Are you babysitting now?

SEC TION G:

Or what?

PRESENTATION OF CARDS

Now I would like to get your reac tion to a number of s tatem.ents
I am. going to show you on cards; and I want you to say whether you
agree or disagree. All these statements are about this last day care
arrangem.ent you had with Mrs. X, and what you thought of it. I'll
read the card, give it to you and you put it in one of these four places
depending on whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree. (Present LAS cards. Follow with RD and RS cards.
Alert respondent to change in focus. )

Do you have any comments you would like to m.ake ?
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SECTION H: BACKGROUND DATA
Mrs.

, you have been very good at

answering some difficult questions.

I just have one or two m.ore

factual questions to ask you for background

36.

inforn~ation.

Do you have any children, and if so, what are their names,
ages, and grade in school.
Name

37.

Grade

All together, how many children have you taken care of on a
regular ba si s·?
In the home?
Out side in other s' home s ?

38.

How long have you been doing babysitting?
months?

How many years

Continuously?

We would like to know some of the reasons you do babysitting.
39.

Have you ever worked outside the home other than babysitting?

40.

Are you trained for any particular job?

41.

What was the highest grade you completed in school?

42.

Who else lives in your household?
Name

43.

Relationship

Yes No What jobs?

Occupation

We would like to know how much the money you make from. .
babysttting contributes to your total family income. Look at
this card and tell me what your income was (show card).
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(gross)

44.

How much did you make last month?

45.

How much did the whole family make last month?

(gross)

INCOME SCHEDULE
Code

Annual Income

Monthly Income

Weekly Income

1

less than $1, 000

1es s than $83

les s than $19

2

$1, 000 to. $1, 999

$83 to $166

$19 to $37

3

$2, 000 to $2, 999

$167 to $249

$38 to $57

4

$3, 000 to $3, 999

$250 to $332

$58 to $76

..5

$4, 000 to $4, 999

$333 to $416

$77 to $95

6

$5, 000 to $5, 999

$41 7 to $499

$96 to $114

7

$6, 000 to $7, 999

$500 to $666

$115 to $153

8

$8, 000 to $9, 999

$667 to $832

$154 to $191

9

$10, 000 to $14, 999

$833 to $1, 249

$192 to $288

$15, 000 or over

$1, 250 or over

$289 or over

·0
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APPENDIX C

MOTHER'S CARD ITEMS IN ORDER OF PRESENTATION

LAS

+,

1

a.

The babysitter and I enjoyed getting together.

LAS -

2.

I wasn't satisfied with the kind of neighborhood.

LAS -

3.

We were too different in the way we brought up
children.

+

4.

I was satisfied with her housekeeping and the way
she kept the children clean.

LAs +

5.

She gave the children enough to do.

LAs -

6.

I had trouble with my children (child) because the
sitter spoiled them.

LAS

+

7.

She took a real interest in my child (children).

LAS

+

8.

I liked the way she trained my child (children).

LAS

+

9.

I-Iel' friendship meant a lot to me.

LAS

+ .10.

LAS

She went out of her way to help me.

LAS -

11.

I didn't like the way she tried to tell me what to do.

LAS -

12.

My last sitter charged too Inuch.

LAS

+

13.

We had a lot in COInmon.

LAS

+

14.

I would be willing to use the same sitter again.

15.

I don't think she approved my working.

16.

My children (child) learned some important things
that they wouldn't have gotten at home.

LAS LAS

+

LAS

+ 17.

LAS -

18.

She took an interest i.n me personally.
I wasn't satisfied with the house and yard.
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LAS

+

19.

I like the way she treats children.

LAS -

20.

The sitter wouldn't tell me what went on with the
children.

LAS -

21.

She expected too much of me.

+

22.

My sitter and I kept on pretty good

LAS -

23.

The baby sitter lived too far away to be convenient.

LAS -

24.

I felt she took advantage of me.

25.

If I ever had to change my plans, she was very
flexible about it.

LAS -

26.

As time went on, I started looking for a better arrangement with another sitter.

LAS -

27.

I don't think she gave the children enough attention.

LAS -

28.

I got tired of her telling me her problems.

+

29.

My sitter really did more for me than she had to.

LAS· -

30.

I didn't like the other children who were in the babysitter's horne.

LAS -

31.

I couldn't count on her to help out in an emergency.

LAS -

32.

It was hard trying to discuss my child (children)
with the babysitter.

LAS

+

33.

She was the sort of person you could tell your
problems to.

RS

+

34.

I get criticized if I don't work.

RS

-

35.

I worry about whether my working is good for my
child (children).

RS

-

36.

I really would prefer to stay home myself.

RD

+

37.

A good babysitter is hard to find.

LAS

LAS

LAS

+

tern~s.
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RD

+

38.

My job depends on having a babysitter.

RD

+

39.

I leave my child (children) with a babysitter because
I don't have any choice.

RD

+

40.

I feel like a1mo st everything depends on being able to
make a good day care arrangement for my child
(children).

RS

+

41.

I like the daily routine of going to work.

RS

+

42.

Babysitters deserve a lot of credit.

RS

-

43.

It bothers me not knowing what goes on with the
children when they are at the sitter's.

RS

-

44.

It's hard to know what you can expect of a sitter.

RD

-

45.

My children get along with anybody.

RS

-

46.

It bothers me that I can't have the kind of child care
arrangement I would really like.

RS

-

47.

I have been criticized more than once for being a
working mother.

RS

-

48.

I get criticized for leaving lTIy child with a babysitter.

RS

-

49.

I would rather have my child at a day care center
than at the home of a sitter.

RD

-

50..

I never have to worry about finding another sitter.

RS

+

51.

I am appreciated more at hOIne when I am working.

RS

-

52.

My neighbors don't approve of Iny working.

RD

+ 53.

The money I make is important to me.

RS

+

54.

I would rather leave my child with a sitter than with
a relative or a member of my own family.

RS

+

55.

Children learn a lot from staying in someone else's
horne during the day.
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RS

+ 56. I am. happier when I am. working.

RS

-

RD

+ 58. I work in order to get ahead.

RS

+ 59.

When I work, I'm. better organized at hom.e.

RS

+ 60.

I get a better idea of what my children are like from
talking to the babysitter.

RS

-

61.

I wish I didn't have to work.

RS

-

62.

My family would rather have me stay at hom.e.

RD

+ 63. I'm careful not to impose on my babysitter.

RD

+ 64. Getting someone really reliable is very difficult.

RS

-

65.

I worry about leaving m.y child with a sitter.

RD

-

66.

The most important thing about a day care arrangement is whether your child takes to the sitter.

RD

+ 67. I make every effort to patch up misunderstandings

57.

I worry about whether babysitting is good for m.y
children (child).

with the sitter.
RS

-

68.

It's hard trying to hold down a job and raise children
at the same time.

RS

- 69.

My children are harder to handle since they have been
going to babysitters.

RS

+ 70.

You usually can trust a sitter to do a good job.

RD

-

71.

If necessary, I could quit work and stay home.

RD

-

72.

Paying for child care costs so Inuch that it's hardly
worth Illy wo rking.

RS

+ 73. I feel Illore important when

RS

+ 74.

i

I aIll working.

Having a job is better than being just a housewife.
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RS

-

75.

I would rather have a babysitter corne into my own
home than have my children go out.

RS

+

76.

On the whole, I think I can be a better ITlother if I work.

RD

+

77.

You really have to work at it if you want to keep the
sitter happy.

RD

-

78.

I want my children to have the experience of being
with different sitters.

RS

+

79.

My family seems to get along better at home when I
am working.

RD

-

80.

The sitter has to be flexible because sometimes I
can't get there on time.

RD

-

81.

I don't want my child to get too attached to a sitter.

RD

-

82.

If my child did not like the sitter, I would change.

RS

+

83.

I enjoy getting away from housew.ork.

RS

-

84.

Mothers shouldn't work unless they absolutely have to.

RD

-

85.

I have a neighbor or relative who is available in an
emergency.

RD

+

86.

I hate having to change sitters.

RD

-

87.

I could work a different shift and do without a sitter
altogether.

RS

+

88.

Working keeps me from feeling bored.

RD

-

89.

My working hours are flexible, and I can arrange them
to suit m.y child care plans.

RD

+

90.

I sim.ply can't afford to lose my job. :

RD

-

91.

When my child (children) is sick, I am able to stay
home.

RD

+

92.

My family couldn't get by if I didn't work.
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RD

- 93. I can always get a sitter through an agency.

RD

+ 94.

I have to work in order to make ends meet.

RD

+ 95.

If I want a sitter, I have to take what I can get.

RD

96.

I have a list of alternates if this arrangement fails.

RS

-

97.

In general, I'm not in favor of mothers working.

RD

+ 98.

I worry' about being able to keep a babysitter after
I get her.

RD

=

LAS

= Mother's

RS

=

Mother's role dependence
satisfaction with last babysitting arrangement

Mother's role satisfaction in role of working mother and
user of private family day care
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APPENDIX D

SITTER'S CARD ITEMS IN ORDER OF PRESENTATION

LAS +

1.

She took a real interest in her child (children).

-

2.

I was really ready to give the children up.

LAS +

3.

I like the way the mother treats children.

LAS

-

4.

I had trouble with her children (child) because they
were spoiled.

LAS

-

5.

I worried about whether the mother thought I was
doing all right.

LAS

-

6.

The mother expected too much from me.

LAS

-

7.

I really did more for the mother than I had to.

LAS +

8.

The mother's friendship meant a lot to me.

LAS +

9.

The mother took an interest in me personally.

LAS

LAS + lO.
LAS +

II.

LAS + 12.
LAS

+

I was sorry to see the children go.
The mother and I had a lot in cornman.
The children hated to leave me.

13.

The mother and I enjoyed getting together.

LAS -

14.

The children weren't happy here.

+

15.

The mother really cared how I felt about things.

LAS -

16.

I felt like the mother took advantage of me.

+

17.

The children were neat and clean.

18.

I don't think the mother gave her children enough
attention.

LAS

LAS

LAS -
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LAS -

19.

The m.other didn't think m.uch of people who give child
care.

20.

I would sit for the m.other again if she asked rne.

21.

I became less satisfied with the mother.

22.

I would be willing to take her child again.

LAS -

23.

The m.other and I were too different in the way we
bring up children.

LAS -

24.

The m.other didn't pay m.e enough.

LAS

+

LAS LAS

+

LAS

+

25.

The mother and I kept on pretty good terms.

LAS

+

26.

I was satisfied with the Inoney.

LAS -

27.

I don't think the m.other approved of me.

LAS -

28.

The children were too much for me.

LAS

+

29.

I was satisfied with the hours I took care of the child.

LAS

+

30.

I liked the way her children behaved.

LAS -

31.

I don't think the m.other was concerned enough about
her children. :

LAS -

32.

I got tired of the mother telling m.e her problems.

33.

The mother was the sort of person you could tell your
problems to.

34.

I hecame Ie s s saH sfied with the children.

LAS

+

LAS -

LAS - 34a. It was hard trying to discuss her child (children) with
her.
RD

+

35.

If I want to do babysitting, I have to take what I can get.

RD

+

36.

I can get a.long with any child.

RD

+

37.

There are a lot of women in my neighborhood who take
care of children.
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RD

-

38.

I won't keep on caring for a child if the mother isn't
reliable about paying.

RS

+

39.

Children learn a lot from staying in son1.eone else's
horne during the day.

RS

-

40.

Mothers tend to impose on sitters.

RS

+

41.

I like comparing TIly child.ren with other people's
child.ren.

RD

-

42.

I am not particular about the race of children I care
for.

RD

-

43.

I try to have children who will stay a long time.

RD

+

44.

I have never asked for a child's ren1.oval.

RD

+ 45. I

am not particular about the sex of children I care for.

RS

+ 46. I

like helping out children of working mothers.

47.

My husband (or family) doesn't approve of my babysitting.

RS

+ 48.

I get a lot of satisfaction out of seeing children grow
up.

RD

+

49.

I am not particular about the ages of children I care
for.

RS

-

50.

Sometimes mothers say they will bring their children
and they don't show up.

RS

+

51.

My day care children appreciate me more than my own
children do.

RS

+

52.

Child care is one of the most important jobs a woman
can have.

R.S

-

53.

Sometimes I worry whether I'm doing· a good joh as a
sitter.

RS

-

54.

Mothers shouldn't work unless they absolutely have to.

RS

.-
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RS

+

55.

I am appreciated more at horne because I give child
care.

RS

-

56.

I get too attached to the children.

RD

-

57.

I won't care for a child if I don't get along with the
mother.

RS

+ 58.

I would rather do babysitting than go out to work.

RS

-

59.

It's hard to get the children to behave because the
mothers don't follo\v through at home.

RS

-

60.

I feel criticized for doing ba.bysitting.

RD

-

61.

I don't like to keep the same children too long.

RS

+ 62.

I'rn happier when I am taking care of children.

RS

+ 63.

It's easier to take care of other people's children
th~n it is your own.

RD

+ 64.

On'ce I take a child, I'll keep him as long as I'm asked
to.

RD

- 65.

Working mothers have a hard time getting good sitters.

RD

-

I would not want to care for a handicapped child.

RS

+ 67.

Being a babysitter makes me feel I'm doing something worthwhile.

RS

-

68.

Mothers sometimes aren't very reliable about paying
me.

RS

-

69.

I don.'t like to admit to people that I do babysitting.

RS

+

70.

My own children think it's fun to have other children
around.

RS

-

71.

I'd rather have some other job than babysitting.

RS

+

72.

My neighbors approve of my doing babysitting.

66.
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RD

+

73.

One reason I need to do babysitting is so my child
will have other children to play with..

RS

+

74.

I get a lot of satisfaction out of taking care of children.

RD

+

75.

If I didn't do babysitting, I don't know what I'd do to
make money.

RD

-

76.

I would not keep a child who doesn't get along here.

RD

+

77.

There is a big demand for babysitters in my neighborhood.

RD

+

78.

I take children whether they are sick or not.

RD

+

79.

I could not take care of children of another race in
this neighborhood.

RS

-

80.

Children get too attached to me.

RD

+

81.

I would like to take care of more children than I have.

RS

+

82.

I like helping out mothers who work.

RD

-

83.

I can afford to be choosy about whom I sit for, because
sitters are hard to find.

RD

+

84.

I do babysitting because I don't have any other choice.

RD

+

85.

Babysitting gives me my own spending money.

RS

-

86.

My own children pick up bad habits from the day care
children.

RS

~

87.

Almost everybody knows that I do babysitting.

RD

+

88.

I try to keep at least a few children all the time.

RS

-

89.

I'm not really satisfied with the amount of money I
can make babysi.tting.

RS

~

90.

If I weren't doing babysitting, I'd get bored.

RS

+ 91.

I have a nice house and yard for taking care of other
people's children.
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RD

-

92.

I don't want to get too attached to the children I take.

RS

+

93.

I'm all in favor of mothers working.

RD

-

94.

I would refuse to babysit for SOIne people.

RD

+

95.

Babysitting money provides some "extras" for
family.

RS

+ 96.

I would feel lost if I didn't have any children around.

RS

-

97.

My husband (or family) would prefer that I went Qut
to work instead of babysitting.

RD

-

98.

I do ba.bysitting even though I don't especially need the
money.

RS

+ 99.

RD

+ 100. I usually have a waiting list of mothers who want me

IT1Y

One of the nice things about doing babysitting is getting
to know the mothers.

to keep their children.

LAS

= Day Care Giver's satisfaction with last arrangement

RS

.,.. Day Care Giver's.'role satisfaction

RD

=

Day Care Giver's role dependence
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APPENDIX E
LETTER SENT TO SAMPLE

PORTLAND
P.O·, Box 751

STATE

COLLEGE

PORTLAND, OREGON 97207
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

226-7271

Dear
The school of Social Work at Portland State College is
conducting a research study regarding the child care arrangements of working mothers, We will be interviewing both the
mothers and the persons who took care of their children.
Your name was given to us by
as son"leone who recently had experience with a child care
arrangement. We would like to have a personal interview wi.th
you, which would last about 45 minutes. We \vill be contacting
you in the near future to arrange an appointment to see you at
a time and place of your convenience..
We sincerely appreciate the help of all the mothers and
rtsitters ,r who have agreed. to participate in our study,
I am looking forward to rneeting with you.

Sincerely,

Res ear chIn t e rvi ewer

